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Homemade bombs destroyed on campus 
■ No suspects 
named in bomb case 
By Selena Woody 
Editor 
Two homemade bombs found on the 
Palmer and Commonwealth lawns were 
destroyed Tuesday evening with no 
injuries to students or property. 
The police report released from the 
Division of Public Safety told the follow- 
ing story: 
Eastern freshman Thomas Beck and his 
girlfriend, Cher Davidson of the University 
of Kentucky, were walking between 
Commonwealth and Palmer Hall at 3:30 
p.m. when Davidson pointed out an appar- 
ently empty 2-liter bottle. 
Beck started to kick the bottle, but 
noticed the aluminum foil inside the bottle. 
Because Beck serves as a fire fighter in 
Crescent Springs and has been trained in 
the area of homemade bombs, he recog- 
nized the bottle as a bomb and alerted a 
Palmer Hall desk worker. 
Dwayne Humphry, SA of the Palmer 
and Brockton area, said the desk worker 
informed him, and he went outside to 
inspect the 2-liter bottle. 
"I got right down to it and saw that it 
was bubbling," Humphry said. There was 
tin foil in there, and something was react- 
ing" 
Humphry contacted public safety, 
began evacuating the north side of Palmer 
Hall and alerted resident assistants in the 
hall of the device. 
When officers arrived on the scene, 
according to the report, Stephanie Langley, 
the desk worker at Commonwealth Hall, 
came out and led officers to a second 
device between Commonwealth and 
Palmer halls. 
Residents on the Palmer side of 
Commonwealth were also evacuated. 
The first device was a Pepsi bottle filled 
with some type of caustic acid and alu- 
minum. 
The second was a Mountain Dew bottle 
filled with apparently the same substances, 
according to the report 
Assistant director of public safety 
Wynn Walker and Richmond assistant fire 
chief Fred Brandenburg requested assis- 
tance from the Kentucky State Police 
Hazardous Device Unit based in Frankfort. 
The report said unit supervisor Larry 
Henderson arrived and advised that an 
explosion of the bottle could emit a force 
equivalent to the detonation of one-half of 
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BOMB—This 2-Htsr bomb was found 
on the lawn In front of Palmer Hall. 
a stick of dynamite, according to the 
report 
Ron Harrell, director of Public 
Information, said officers explained this 
type of bomb continues to generate gas, 
expanding the bottle until it explodes. He 
said Henderson made the decision to 
release the growing pressure in the bottles 
before they could explode by puncturing 
each with a .22 caliber rifle shot 
"With what he observed with the make- 
up of the bottle, he felt there was enough 
of a risk that it might explode," Harrell 
said. "You can only speculate with what 
intensity or what damage they could have 
exploded." 
Harrell said there has been no determi- 
nation of how long the bombs were on the 
lawns or who may have put them there. 
Vice President for Student Affairs Tom 
Myers said the university responds to sev- 
eral bomb threats each year, but there was 
no warning for these bombs. 
"I can't relate it to anything that has 
happened lately," Myers said 
According to the report remnants of the 
bottles will be sent to the KSP Crime 
Laboratory for an analysis of the liquid. 
The laboratory will also collect any fin- 
gerprints on the bottles to attempt to identi- 
fy suspects in the case. 
Addition 
to library 
fully open 
By Caroline Bandy 
News writer 
Dr. Marcie Myers walks into the 
book storage room, toward a black 
wall — no books to be found. She 
advances to the wall and pushes an 
arrowed button and walks into the 
created hallway with endless 
shelves of books. 
The preceding may seem like a 
scene from a sci-fi episode, but it is 
the new addition of Crabbe Library. 
the 80,000-square-foot addition 
includes computerization of circula- 
tion, cataloging, interlibrary loan 
procedures, resource sharing and 
reference service. 
Myers, director of libraries, said 
that "everything is open, whether it 
is in the new or existing building." 
The periodicals are now located 
in Room 106B. Indexes will be 
located in the Reference Room. 
If students do visit they should 
use the new west, or Keith, 
entrance. The north and south 
entrances are now closed. 
The Main Lobby of the new 
addition contains eight computers 
with OPaC tracking. To the right are 
the CD-ROM terminals with 
Infotrac. 
The expanded site is handicap 
accessible, with a total of three ele- 
vators and a wheelchair lift on the 
third and fourth floors. 
The new technologies in the 
addition include compact shelving 
to save space and a security system 
has replaced the door checkers in 
the main lobby to prevent theft 
New study rooms have motion 
lights that are automatically turned 
on upon entrance. 
Overall, Myers said she is satis- 
fied with the expansion, but sees 
room for improvement in the main 
library building. 
Progress/ MICHAEL AUSMUS 
TUB WAY IN—Ths 
move to ths new addition 
of ths Crabbe Library 
was completed during 
Chrlstmss break. 
However, students will 
find more then ths Interi- 
or of ths library to bs 
Ths new library doors 
facing Keith and 
Bsckham halls, seen in 
ths photo sbovs, are ths 
only entrance that can bs 
used. 
Parts of ths new addi- 
tion can bs viewed 
through windows In ths 
old building. In ths photo 
at right, ths first floor 
study area connected to 
ths University Building Is 
viewed from ths sscond 
floor collections arse in 
Crabbe. 
Former student 
sues university 
■ Suit alleges 
lack of action 
by administrators 
By Chad Williamson 
Managing editor 
Eastern has been named the co- 
defendant in a federal lawsuit 
against a former assistant area coor- 
dinator accused of sexually harass- 
ing a fanner resident assistant 
Mark Hamblin of Corbin alleges 
in the suit, filed on Nov. IS in U.S. 
District Court in Lexington, that 
James Dane 11 Gay, assistant area 
coordinator for Keene, Mattox, and 
O'Donnell residence halls until his 
resignation on Dec. 16, 1993, sexu- 
ally harassed Hamblin during 
attempts to take explicit pho- 
tographs of him. Hamblin also 
accused the university of not acting 
promptly when Hamblin came for- 
ward to officials with accusations 
against Gay and subsequently has 
denied him "his rights to an educa- 
tion." 
Hamblin said the harassment 
went on from August of 1993 to 
December of that year while he was 
employed by the university as a res- 
ident assistant in Keene Hall. 
According to the suit during this 
time Gay allegedly made "a series 
of sexually offensive and harassing 
acts" toward Hamblin and attempted 
to engage Hamblin in sex. 
Hamblin slated in the suit Gay 
took "nude, semi-nude, lewd, per- 
verse and sexually explicit pho- 
tographs and videotapes of students 
and student-emplbyees" and tried to 
use his position to influence stu- 
dents into believing he could "iso-' 
late them from the rest of the stu- 
dent body and the administration of 
Eastern." 
SEE SUIT PAGE A8 
No indictment 
on rape charge 
By Matt McCarty 
News editor 
A Madison County grand jury 
refused to indict a Winchester man 
accused of raping an Eastern stu- 
dent 
The case against Randy J. 
Phelps, 22, was dismissed last 
month after the jury, which included 
10 women, refused to bring back an 
indictment. 
"Jay was really pleased. His fam- 
ily was pleased. His parents and 
family are good people, and they 
were pleased he was not indicted," 
said Bowling Green attorney Nancy 
Oliver Roberts, who represents 
Phelps. 
Roberts said she "was extremely 
pleased" the grand jury did not 
choose to indict and that the jury's 
decision "was admirable." 
"All college students go away to 
school and get involved in things 
that their families would not con- 
done, but that doesn't mean they 
should be indicted," Roberts said. 
The alleged rape occurred down- 
town, early on the morning of Oct. 9 
outside a house at 2S7 N. Second 
St, the police report said. 
The police report said the alleged 
SEE RAPE PAGE A8 
Johnson steps down as student senate VP INSIDE 
ByJannaGillaspie 
Assistant news editor 
Student Senate met as usual on 
Tuesday evening, but the subject of 
this meeting was of a most unusual 
nature. 
Thomas Myers, adviser to the 
senate, said of the special meeting, 
"I don't dunk we (the senate) have 
ever gone through this in all my 
years with the senate." 
Myers is speaking of the special 
elections held to fill several posi- 
tions opened up when vice president 
Tommy Johnson resigned. 
Johnson regrettably announced 
his resignation 
during the meet- 
ing by reading a 
letter addressing 
his fellow sena- 
tors. The letter 
explained that 
he would be 
leaving due to a job offer. 
Normally, the speaker pro tern 
would fill the vice president's seat 
however, Rob Prytula (Check) 
resigned from the position at the end 
of last semester. 
During the meeting, special elec- 
tions were held to fill both posi- 
tions. Speaker protem elections 
were held first Winner Terri 
Johnson was moved up to fill the 
vice presidency, then another elec- 
tion was held to fill the emptied 
speaker pro tern spot. Committee 
chair Joe Hoffman was elected to 
this position. 
Newly elected vice president 
Terri Johnson has been a member 
of the senate for three years and was 
most recentiy chair of the academic 
affairs committee. She is a senior 
occupational therapy major and will 
graduate in May. 
Speaker pro tern Joe Hoffman 
SEE SENATE PAGE AS 
Activities for'96 
senate planned 
By Janna GHlaspie 
Assistant news editor 
Student Senate has 
planned many activities for 
the coming seraester. 
To better understand what 
students want from the sen- 
ate, members will poll stu- 
dents through the spring. 
SEE PLANS PAGE AS 
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Dissension in the ranks 
Accreditation report finds faculty unhappy 
From the looks of a recent universi- 
ty report, faculty at Eastern are 
not very happy with things at the 
university. 
The results of a faculty questionnaire 
distributed last semes- 
ter show that many 
faculty feel over- 
worked, under com- 
pensated and unappre- 
ciated. 
The questionnaire is 
a segment of a self- 
study performed as 
part of the Southern 
Association of 
Colleges and Schools 
(SACS) reaccredita- 
tion process which the 
university undergoes 
every 10 years. 
According to the 
questionnaire, 68 per- 
cent of the faculty 
responding said that 
the demand for 
research and scholarship has increased 
while they have been at Eastern. But 85 
percent said their workloads have 
increased so much that they have very lit- 
tle time for research. 
At the same time, 55 percent of the fac- 
ulty reported an increase in expectations 
for quality teaching, but the majority said 
the university seems to reward research 
and scholarship more highly than teaching. 
With no time to do the research they say 
administrators reward and limited time to 
do their first job—teach—faculty report 
low morale and uneasiness among their 
ranks. 
Eastern Kentucky University is a place 
of higher learning. Teaching, research and 
SACS sacks 
Excerpts from (acuity responses 
"I too often get a sense of 
punitiveness toward faculty 
from administration. I'm not 
convinced faculty are 
respected by administration." 
"Merit process has 
decreased faculty morale." 
"Students are not as well 
prepared in the basic areas." 
scholarship are all important to the better- 
ing of our faculty and our students. 
However, administrators must see that they 
are done in the proper fashion to accom- 
plish our main goal. 
"Eastern Kentucky 
University shall serve 
the citizens of the 
Commonwealth of 
Kentucky as a compre- 
hensive, regional uni- 
versity, providing 
instruction, public ser- 
vice and research," 
says the university 
mission statement. 
The questionnaire 
and its results present 
a unique opportunity 
for Eastern administra- 
tors to deal with the 
problems that faculty 
see in the university. It 
is an opportunity to set 
the university on the 
track to better instruc- 
tion, public service and research. 
Karen Carey of the Institutional 
Research Office said the questionnaire 
responses have been divided and given to 
the proper directors. She said those offices 
are now addressing the issues to correct 
them before the official accreditation team 
arrives in March to observe the university. 
Administrators should take action on the 
self-study data and get Eastern on the best 
educational path possible and not do a 
patch job, hoping it will last until our 
accreditation is reaffirmed. After all, 
reflections on ourselves are what drive 
improvement. 
But perhaps the next look into the needs 
of our faculty should come more often 
than the SACS mandated 10 years. 
Hot today, chilly tomorrow 
Snow schedule good, but dangerous effort 
After the heavy snow that fell on 
Kentucky this 
time last year 
paralyzed everything from 
state government offices to 
the local grocery store, the 
university made a wise 
decision to adopt an 
inclement weather plan. 
This plan moves all 
classes ahead two hours on 
delay days due to bad 
weather. 
Previously, the classes 
missed due to the delay 
were forgotten, and stu- 
dents and instructors were 
expected to compensate for 
their loss. 
Now every class — 
although 10 minutes shorter — has a meet- 
ing time during the regular class day. 
ule 
EKU INCLfMENT WEATHER PLAN 
rev/lied 
lule edule 
However, the plan has a curious flaw. 
When the weather out- 
side is clear, students have 
IS minutes to get to class. 
If there are snow and haz- 
ardous walking conditions, 
they've got 10 minutes. 
Students may go slipping 
and sliding into class 
thanks to the missing five 
minutes and the ice on the 
ground. 
We hope the university 
has good insurance and 
doctors on hand should 
there be a pile-up of fallen 
students in Powell Plaza. 
And teachers, if some of 
your students are a little 
late, you may need to get 
your shovel and go help 
them dig their way through the snow drifts 
and into the classroom. 
Progress/TERRY STEVENS 
If you want it, it can come true 
A new year, a new semester. 
It's time once again for us all to 
buckle down and get the classes 
rolling. Study, pass exams, write 
papers and do the work, and you 
can make it through this semester 
just like you did the last one. 
But the New Year doesn't just 
mean the rebirth of grand old 1994 
into baby 1995, it can mean the 
rebirth of the person also. 
It can be a time to get our lives 
headed down a belter path. 
I have never been a big fan of the 
New Year's resolutions that so 
many people traditionally hold dear 
to their hearts. The way I see it, 
you can make a resolution any time 
of the year you please — you just 
have to want to do it. 
But since the stigma remains, I 
figure why not use it to my advan- 
tage. And you can too.  - 
Although we are already in the 
third week of the year, it is still 
fresh enough for change. There are, 
of course, 49 weeks left Three done 
badly and 49 better is an average 
that many quarterbacks would love 
to have in their stats. 
To begin the year right, you 
should have a clear idea of what 
you want to accomplish. It doesn't 
Selena 
Woody 
Mind Meld 
have to be detailed or anything, just 
a ballpark goal. 
For example, I just want to get 
through another year of classes'and 
produce a newspaper the university 
can be proud to call its own. 
You may want more or maybe 
have a precise idea of what you 
want to do. Hold onto that and let it 
guide your plans. 
Next, a positive outlook will do 
you wonders. Many people believe 
that the world and all those in it are 
out to get them. Don't be so arro- 
gant — what do they want with 
you? 
Besides, I truly believe that our 
perceptions of ourselves and the 
world create our "luck." Looking 
for the good in things can help you 
make it through tough times, and. it 
will make you better company. 
In this way, we can control our 
luck, even though the unexpected 
will still happen. But don't worry, 
you can deal with whatever arises 
and maybe even use it to your 
advantage. 
Third and last, just live life as it 
comes and realize that opportunities 
don't spring eternal from the sky. 
Every day in life is important and 
promising if you make die best of it. 
With your goals in mind and a 
positive outlook, you can explore 
every opportunity. This is not a 
philosophy that can only be applied 
during the first of the year. At any 
time and in any place, you can 
decide you want something. You 
have a goal, now just make it hap- 
pen. 
Sometimes the path to your goal 
may take longer than it.takes others, 
it may even be harder. But that 
shouldn't make your goal any less 
desirable. 
Keep your goals in sight, and as 
long as you want it, you can do it. 
Resolutions can come to fruition, 
despite the common acceptance that 
they all become failed attempts at 
improvement. 
Just like everything else in life, it 
all comes down to understanding 
that if you want it, it can be true. 
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Department chair thankful for support 
of Geography Slide Quiz by campus 
On Wednesday, Nov. 16, the department of geogra- 
phy and planning at Eastern Kentucky University pre- 
sented a Geography Slide Quiz. The quiz, along with 
presentations by Dr. Richard A. Sambrook and Dr. 
Todd Stradford on Monday and Tuesday, Nov: 14 and 
IS, were activities planned in conjunction with National 
Geography Awareness Week (Nov. 13-19). 
We are extremely pleased to report that participation 
by EKU students in each of the activities exceeded 90, 
and more than 120 students competed in the slide quiz. 
The faculty and staff of the department would like to 
express their sincere gratitude to the various campus 
departments who supported the slide quiz by donating 
prizes that could be awarded to the winners. Those 
departments  include Career Development and 
Placement, Cooperative Education, University Store, 
Special Programs and Food Services. 
We also want to thank all the local merchants includ- 
ing Wendy's, Arby's, Fazoli's, Silver Star. Papa John's, 
Movie Warehouse, Paco's, First Gear, Madison Garden, 
University Book and Supply, Hardee's, Pizza Hut, 
Shoney's, McDonald's, Madison Flower Shop, 
Copyrite Printing and Wal-Mart, who participated by 
donating a variety of items which were used as prizes or 
refreshments. 
Thanks also to The Richmond Register and The 
Eastern Progress for their willingness to assist us in pro- 
moling the activities. 
Again, the support of the campus and Richmond 
community is greatly appreciated. Thank you. 
Wllma J. Walker, chair 
department of geography and planning 
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Remembering King a start 
"Under God we were born free. 
Misguided men robbed us of our 
freedom." 
—Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. 
"Early morning, April 4. a shot 
rings out in the Memphis sky. 
Free at last, they took your life, 
they could not take your pride." 
—U2, "Pride (In the Name of 
Love)" 
I remember watching, with the 
security of a white middle-class 
male, the images of the city of Los 
Angeles being torn to its founda- 
tions under the weight of racial fear 
and hate. I watched with security, 
knowing it was something about 
which I would never have to worry. 
These problems of haired and 
racism were 3,000 miles away, and 
I knew I never had to worry about 
such things. 
Then in October, the shooting of 
a black youth by a Lexington police 
officer sparked anger. The dread I 
felt this time was something more 
primal, more basic, because the 
problems of Los Angeles were now 
only 25 miles away, and they were 
very real. 
Read the front page of the 
Lexington Herald-Leader and you 
can hear the words of Lexington cit- 
izens as they voice their fears and 
concerns about racism in their city. 
Chad 
illiamson 
ea of Waking 
Dreams 
All this comes to mind as we 
remember a man who gave his life 
on a Memphis morning in 1968. 
Where have we really gone in the 
27 years since then? 
The past year has seen cover sto- 
ries documenting the rise of skin- 
heads and Aryan power groups 
among American youths as the term 
"ethnic cleansing" joined the 
national vocabulary. Daily are the 
stories of the latest ways we human 
beings find to torture one another. 
It is astonishing what we consid- 
er to be progress. Since 1968, we 
have put men on the moon, found 
ways to stare into faraway galaxies 
from computer rooms on Earth and 
created ways to store music on 
metal discs. But we have yet to find 
a way to keep from hating one 
another. 
Instead, we prefer to judge on the 
basis of the color of skin and not the 
content of character. As a society 
obsessed with external appearances, 
we never stop to examine beyond 
the skin, into the souls and minds of 
those we are supposed to hate. We 
never stop to question our haired 
becau.: doing so would raise too 
many questions we may not be able 
to answer with simple slogans of 
racial purity and intolerance. We 
prefer to accept and embrace our 
hatred, to celebrate it and spread it 
toothers. 
How great can we call a society 
where parents dress their babies in 
Klan robes and parade them on 
"Geraldo" or "Donahue," proud 
they are teaching their children to 
hate? 
To remember King, we set aside 
a day to honor him. It's an 
admirable effort, but only a begin- 
ning. In reality. King's birthday is 
insignificant compared to his words 
and the message he preached. 
To remember King is to stop the 
killing in the streets, to embrace 
each man, woman and child not as a 
member of an ethnic race, but as a 
member of the human race. We 
must reach beyond our white mid- 
dle-class security to grasp the bonds 
which unite us all. 
We should disregard titles like 
"African-Americans" and "Italian- 
Americans" and resign ourselves to 
being "Americans," indifferent to 
skin color and acknowledging only 
that part which truly matters: the 
heart. 
Whose fault is it anyway? 
First things first—I didn't do it. 
I'm totally innocent. 
It wasn't my fault 
With that out of the way, let's 
talk about one of the more charac- 
teristic parts of American life—on 
whom do we lay the blame? 
Well, the Democrats blame the 
Republicans. The Republicans 
blame the Democrats. The 
Independents blame the 
Republicans and the Democrats. 
The majority blames the minori- 
ty and the minority blames the 
majority, meanwhile another faction 
is blaming them both. 
Coke blames Pepsi while Pepsi 
blames Coke, and RC blames Pepsi 
and Coke, and Snapple blames all 
of them together. 
AT&T blames MCI which 
blames Sprint which blames MCI 
because it blames Sprint for blam- 
ing AT&T for blaming the govern- 
ment for breaking it up. 
The people blame the President 
who blames the Congress which 
blames the media which blame the 
corporations which blame the 
unions which blame Congress 
which, in turn, blames the President 
who blames the media who blame 
Terry 
Stevens 
My Turn 
the Congress for blaming the people 
for blaming the media for blaming 
the President because he blames the 
Congress... 
You get the picture. 
It's a horribly vicious cycle with 
no end in sight. 
My question is, why does it mat- 
ter who's to blame? 
Why don't we stop screaming 
and pointing accusing fingers and 
start working toward common goals 
so the United Stales of America can 
be at its very best for all of us, 
instead of merely adequate? 
What could we accomplish if all 
the time and energy spent blaming 
others for our problems was spent 
fixing our problems? 
Of course, there are those who 
blame the government because we 
don't have enough lime to blame 
everybody for everything and still 
fix whatever it was we were blam- 
ing on someone else. 
But that's my point. 
When all is said and done, does 
it really matter who is to blame? 
Pointing fingers and griping, for all 
its glory, doesn't solve anything. 
And, because everyone refuses to 
accept culpability, one person can 
start a blaming circle that lasts for 
years, or until they forget what they 
are blaming people for. 
I consider all this, and it makes 
me sad. What kind of future are we 
making for ourselves and our proge- 
ny? The next generation of 
Americans will not know how lo 
make intelligent decisions about' 
their lives and their politics. Instead, 
they will be able to place blame on 
everything and anything that dares 
cross their paths as well as avoid 
any blame for absolutely anything 
thai might be pinned on them. Or is 
that our generation? 
Who cares? Maybe we can 
blame it on the previous generation. 
Stevens is a senior art major 
from Pikeville and graphics editor 
for the Progress. 
UK defends program move 
UK 
In May of 1994, a decision was 
made to begin offering students of 
the University of Kentucky a new 
direct student loan service in the fall 
1995 semester. 
The program is authorized under 
recent federal legislation. 
UK was not alone in this deci- 
sion; it is being joined by 104 other    ^^_^^^^^ 
colleges and universities across the 
country. More than 900 institutions are expected to 
begin offering the loan service within two years. 
UK's decision was announced in June. 
In recent weeks, the Kentucky Higher Education 
Assistance Authority, the state agency which has served 
as a broken.ig agency under the previous student loan 
programs, has entered into a campaign to convince the 
public that the direct student loan program jeopardizes 
loans and grants lo Kentucky students. 
That is not the case, and the University offers the 
.following facts to assure you that the decision to offer a 
direct loan service was made in the best interest of the 
students we serve, which is always our number one 
concern. 
Congress passed the direct student loan legislation lo 
simplify the national college aid program. Instead of 
bank loans, guaranteed by the federal government, the 
new law permits the federal government lo lend money 
directly to students through the financial aid offices at 
their respective schools. 
This initiative cut out the "middle man," and greatly 
improved services lo students whose university partici- 
pated in the program during its first year. 
The federal legislation calls for 40 percent of student 
loans in the second year of the program (1995-96 
school year) to be direct. Applications by colleges and 
universities lo enroll in the second year of the program 
have exceeded space available. 
Why are so many schools anxious lo get into this 
program? The answer is simple. It's a belter deal for 
students and their families. 
The executive director of the KHEAA has called 
UK's decision "irrational." We strongly disagree. Our 
decision was carefully considered, and we opted for 
entry into the second year of the program for the fol- 
lowing reasons: 
—It is an improved service for students. With direct 
lending, UK can complete a student's financial aid 
package with one-stop shopping in three days. Now, it 
takes as many as six to eight weeks for students lo hear 
Jack 
Blanton 
Your turn 
about their loans. 
Direct lending also immeasurably 
lessens the bookkeeping necessary 
to keep up with student loans. It 
makes students' lives much easier 
and Jhe process less bureaucratic. 
—UK's decision does not diminish 
the role KHEAA plays in providing 
m^mmt    student assistance. The authority 
comes from the Kentucky General 
Assembly. The truth is that the General Assembly must 
approve every dime KHEAA spends. Prospectively, 
KHEAA will have a greatly diminished role if direct 
lending becomes universal and, of course, the people at 
KHEAA are concerned about the agency's future with 
the advent and popularity of direct lending. 
—Direct loans will have a 4 percent origination fee 
for each loan. Formerly, the origination fee with the 
banks was 5 percent, but the direct lending already has 
forced a reduction in this fee, resulting in a 20 percent 
savings for students. 
—The direct loan program will allow students lo 
consolidate all of their loans and eliminate the sale of 
their loans to others. Today, it is not uncommon for stu- 
dents to have their loans held by as many as three dif- 
ferent lenders. 
—Direct lending will offer four different repayment 
plans rather than the one plan KHEAA offers. Direct 
lending allows students who are in low-paying profes- 
sions and jobs lo spread their payments over a longer 
period of time to belter manage their family budgets. 
As the new direct student loan program gets under 
way, UK also plans to begin advising students about the 
debt load they can accumulate over their college 
careers, debt which they will begin repaying after they 
graduate. 
Who do you think is in a better position to advise 
students to lake care in accumulating that debt: UK, 
which deals with these students on a face-io-face basis 
every day and receives tuition and fee payments no 
mailer who lends them money; or the KHEAA, which 
profits from the interest and fees froraother loans? 
UK has acted in this matter asj* student-oriented 
institution and when you have all the facts, we are con- 
fident you will agree. 
Editor's note: This letter is a response to the Nov. 17 
Progress story about UK ending its association with the 
Kentucky Higher Education Assistance Authority. 
Blanton Is the vice chancellor for admissions at UK. 
'■$&&!&jtutl 
Complied by Michael Ausmua 
Question: What is your 
response to Eastern students 
being back in Richmond? 
3 
"Glad to see them 
back. When Eastern 
leaves, we're dead." 
Larry Puckett, manager, 
McDonald's, Bypass 
"We depend on 
them. It's good to 
see different faces." '■) 
Joey Hamm, manager,       .:< 
Hamm's BP, Bypass .„• 
.*! 
"There's a notice- 
able difference when 
students are back." 
Mike Miller, manager. 
Movie Warehouse, Bypass 
"Business Is better 
with them back, but 
there's more traffic." 
Tony Tiernan, manager, 
Papa Johns Pizza, Bypass 
.*» 
"I like it when Eastern;; 
is back. I can really *'' 
tell a difference." 
Pauline Barnes, attendant,'" 
Mother's Laundry, Bypass A 
ml., 
*Some restrictions may apply. 
SHOG senscmon 
Richmond Mall    623-2630 
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NEWS BRIEFS 
Compiled By Matt McCarty 
PROGRESS CLASSIFIEDS 
Place classified ads before noon on Mondays S2 lor 10 words. 
Peebles hearing 
set for today 
A hearing will be held today 
for a former Eastern student 
accused of assaulting an Eastern 
administrator. 
Edward W. Peebles, 54, hat been charged  by a 
Madison County grand jury on charges of second- 
degree assault and second-degree criminal mischief for 
allegedly attacking vice president of student affairs 
Tom Myers in Myers' office January 7 of last year. 
The hearing is set for 1:30 today at Madison District 
Court. 
New barbeque restaurant 
to open in Food Court 
A new BBQ restaurant. Dog House Barbeque, will 
replace South of the Border Mexican restaurant in the 
Fountain Food Court 
The restaurant will offer chicken, BBQ sandwiches, 
pork BBQ sandwiches, beef BBQ sandwiches, and a 
BBQ rib sandwich, along with hot dogs. 
Phonathon to raise cash    • 
will kick off next week 
About 400 student volunteers will be participating in 
Eastern's annual phonathon Jan. 24 - March 9 in an 
effort to raise $165,000 for scholarships and other uni- 
versity and Eastern Alumni Association programs. 
About 30,000 Eastern graduates nationwide will be 
called during the phonathon. 
Calls will be made from 7 to 9:30 p.m. Sunday 
through Thursday throughout the five-week period 
Richmond man killed 
in domestic dispute 
A Richmond man was killed 
Saturday after engaging in a 
domestic altercation at his home. 
John M. Smith, 39, of 5-A 
Heyer's Trailer Park, died of 
injuries received in the altercation allegedly with Terry 
K. West, 42, of the same residence. 
West is charged with manslaughter 1st degree and is 
lodged in the Madison County Detention Center. No 
weapons were used. 
HELP WANTED. 
POLICE BEAT 
The following reports have 
been filed with the university's 
Division of Public Safety: 
Nov. 24: 
Rosanna Simpson, Brockton, 
reported damage to her residence. 
Nov. 27: 
James A. Yates, Todd Hall, 
reported his window had been dam- 
aged by what appeared to be a shot 
from a B.B. gun-type weapon. 
Nov. 2*: 
Jennifer R. Farley, Paint Lick, 
reported her car damaged while 
parked in Martin Lot. 
Nov. 29: 
Robert Reynold* reported a 
solar powered battery charger val- 
ued at $100 had been taken from the 
maintenance building at the 
Arlington Association. 
Kwan Wilson. 21, Todd Hall, 
and Amy Cox, 24, Richmond were 
both arrested for Assault 4th degree 
following an altercation at Todd 
Hall. Cox was also charged with 
violation of a protective order. 
Nov. 30: 
Claude Lafyette Crum. 19. 
Dupree Hall, was arrested and 
charged with failure to illuminate 
head lamps and driving under the 
influence. 
Dustin Stogner, Keene Hall, 
reported that a foreign mailer, possi- 
bly super glue, had been placed in 
the door lock of David Carmical 
and Scott Huff. 
John McMahan, Louisville, 
reported 11 squares of shingles 
belonging to the Nieneir 
Construction Company had been 
taken from Ellendaie Lot. 
Dec. 1:     , 
Adam Hopkins, Richmond, 
reported two individuals entering 
his locked vehicle and damaging the 
glove compartment while parked in 
Lancaster Lot 
Dec. 2: 
Steve Campbell, Brockton, 
reported a set of jumper cables 
stolen from his low truck. 
Sean O. Casey. 20, Richmond, 
was arrested and charged with alco- 
hol intoxication. 
Jamey L. Newsom. 22, 
Richmond, was arrested and 
charged with driving under the 
influence and failure to illuminate 
headlamps. 
Dec 3: 
James Coulard. Brockton, was 
arrested and charged with violation 
of an emergency protective order, 
unlawful imprisonment 2nd degree, 
and assault 4th degree. 
Jesse Grant, Keene Hall, report- 
ed damage to the Keene Hall laun- 
dry room. 
Jennifer    E.     Inmaa,    21. 
Compiled By Janna Gillaspie 
Richmond, was arrested and charged 
with having loo many passengers in 
the front seat, reckless driving and 
driving under the influence. 
Dec. 4: 
Rich Diessenback, Martin Hall. 
reported damage to a car parked in 
Martin Lot. The car, belonging to 
Gerald Radford, also of Martin 
Hall, had a broken passenger win- 
dow and the interior had been dis- 
turbed but nothing stolen. 
Keith W. Long. 20. Inglewood, 
Calif., was charged with disorderly 
conduct following an incident out- 
side O'Donnell Hall. 
Brian W. Brenneman. 20, 
O'Donnell Hall, was charged with 
resisting arrest following an inci- 
dent outside O'Donnell Hall. 
Aaron Lucas, O'Donnell Hall, 
reported three smashed mirrors and 
a broken light bulb on the second 
floor of O'Donnell Hall. 
Chadwick J. Seagraves, 20, 
Mattox Hall, reported his laundry 
stolen from the Matlox laundry room. 
Antonias O. McCombs, 20. 
O'Donnell Hall, was charged with 
improper passing and.driving.under 
the influence. 
Dec. 5: 
Richard G.  Lankford.   19, 
Wallins Creek, was charged with 
alcohol intoxication and possession 
of alcoholic beverages by a minor. 
Michael V. Hummel. Palmer 
Hall, reported the tool box from the 
back of his truck had been stolen 
while parked, m Commonwealth Lot. 
Nancy Keonner reported two 
signs belonging to the Colonel CTub 
stolen from the fence area around 
Begley Lot- 
Dec. <: 
Lori Murphy, Richmond, 
reported her wallet and keys stolen 
from her purse at the Model 
Laboratory School. 
Dec. 7: 
Anthony Hudson, Richmond, 
reported his stereo, amplifier, 
speaker and 20 compact discs stolen 
from his car while parked in 
Lancaster Lot 
Timothy A. White. Martin Hall, 
reported IS tapes and a tape case 
stolen from his vehicle while parked 
in Lancaster Lot. 
Dec. 8: 
Jeremy Michael Lenihan. 19, 
Keene Hall, was arrested and 
charged with alcohol intoxication 
and presenting as his own another 
operators license. 
David H. Greenlee reported a 
full frame time base corrector stolen 
from the Perkins Building. 
Kenneth Peterson, Mattox Hall, 
reported someone took his clothes 
out of a dryer and stained them. 
Dec. 9: 
Dennis R.     Wimor.     19. 
Winchester, was arrested and 
charged with alcohol intoxication, 
3rd offense within 12 months. 
Robert Shane Polnn, 34, 
Hunungton, W.Va., was arrested and 
charged with alcohol intoxication. 
Dec. 10: 
Tina Hale, 18. Case Hall, report- 
ed jewelry stolen from her room. 
Jeffrey D. Walker. 19. Keene 
Hall, was charged with failure to 
illuminate head lamps, possession 
of alcoholic beverages by a minor 
and driving without his license. 
Dec. 11: 
Dawn Wright. Combs Hall, 
reported her stereo stolen from her 
locked room. 
Marcellns L. Hesnbree, 28, 
Berea, was arrested and charged 
with operating on a suspended or 
revoked operator license, having 
more than one operators license, 
license plate not legible and failure 
to wear a seat belt. 
Andrew Thor Denham, 27, 
Richmond, was arrested and 
charged with alcohol intoxication. 
John Edward Glenn, 19. 
Richmond, was arrested and 
charged with alcohol intoxication. 
Gregory Scott Witt, 23, 
Richmond, was arrested and 
charged with driving under the 
influence, expired registration plates 
and having no insurance. 
Dec. 12: 
Sberyl A. ThoreV. Telford Hall, 
reported finding a small quantity of 
marijuana in a Telford bathroom. 
Dec. 14: 
Kimberly Hinkle, 18, Case Hall, 
reported seven rings stolen from her 
room. 
Don Sheeks reported damage to 
the exit door on the roof of 
Commonwealth Hall. 
Dec. 15: 
Debra D. O'Bannon, 33. reported 
two rings stolen from University Inn. 
Jonnne Whitlock, reported a 
camera and other photography 
equipment stolen from the Begley 
Building. 
Dec. 19: 
Richard P. Adams! Richmond, 
reported a theft of a wallet and tapes 
from a vehicle owned by Susan 
Roberts-Noll. 
Dec. 23: 
Green C. Farmer, 23, 
Richmond, was arrested and 
charged with operating a vehicle on 
a suspended or revoked operators 
license and license plate not legible. 
Dec. 27: 
Timothy CahiU reported a theft 
from the Alumni Coliseum 
women's dressing room. Jewelry 
belonging to Sarah Cornell and 
Anne M. Bettler was taken. 
Splice leaves halls powerless 
Bartenders, Servers, Kitchen help. 
We cleaned house. Now accepting 
applications...Madison Garden. Any 
questions, please call Tom 623-9720. 
Attention Students: Earn $2000 + 
monthly. Summer/full time. World 
Travel. Caribbean, Hawaii. Tour 
Guides, Gift Shop Sales, Deck 
Hands, Casino Workers. No experi- 
ence. Call 602-453-4651. 
EARN CASH stuffing envelopes nt 
home. All materials provided. Send 
SASE to Central Distributors P.O. 
Box 10075, Olathe, KS 66051. 
ARBY'S now hiring for Bypass and 
Mall Locations! All shifts and posi- 
tions available. Please apply in per- 
son at either location. 
Attention Students: Part-time hours/ 
full-time pay. Cash paid daily. $5/hr. 
start, $6/hr. after 15 days, $7/hr. after 
25 days, $8/hr. after 30 days. Twenty 
customer service phone representa- 
tives needed. Apply in person, Mon- 
Fri between 10 a.m. and 6 p.m., HO- 
JO Motel. Conference Room. 
FOR RENT. 
One attractively furnished bed- 
room In private home. Close to 
EKU. Prefer non-smoking student/ 
professional. Call 624 1478. 
Progress staff report 
Several residence halls were 
without electricity Jan. 10 after a 
high voltage splice caused a power 
outage. 
The outage was the second 
instance of power failure in five 
days with a similar occurrence on 
Thursday. Jan. 5. 
Both instances were caused by 
"normal wear and tear*' said Elder 
Goble, assistant director of the 
physical plant 
"We have no reason to believe 
(that there will be) further occur- 
rences.''Goble said. 
The buildings affected by the 
outages were 901-913 Vickers 
Village, Commonwealth, Palmer, 
Walters, Clay. Sullivan and Bumam 
halls. Turley House. Brewer 
Building, Ault/Fitzpairick/Gibson, 
and 100-400 Brockton. 
Goble said the physical plant 
awarded a contract last Thursday to 
Shely Construction to install a 
12,000 volt circuit to repair several 
old wires. 
The project will take probably 
the good part of the summer," 
Goble said. 
He said the biggest holdup will 
be the digging of trenches to run a 
new circuit, but the construction 
should not cause any inconve- 
nience to students or faculty, Goble 
added. 
In the event of another outage. 
Goble said it would take a minimum 
of two to three hours to get power 
back because the physical plant 
would have to re-splice all the 
FOR YOU! At YMCA Camp Kern. 
See us at Camp Placement Day, Feb- 
ruary 9,1995, in the Keene Johnson 
Building or call 513-932-3756. Please 
ask for Jim Sexstone or Dave 
Trowbridge. 
SPRING BREAK '95. $119/Daytona 
Beach. $149/Panama City. 7 nights 
of fun in the sun! Guaranteed lowest 
prices, the best hotels, all ocean -front. 
Call Chris 1-800-327-6013. 
TOTAL BODYTANNING is theplace 
to go to get tanned for Spring Break. 
636 University Shopping Center. 
Good for one free workout 
629 Eastern Bypass 
624-0100 
WIN A FREE EKU SWEAT SHIRT! 
FOR SALE. 
Light oak-colored entertainment 
center. $50. Call 624-4210. 
Like new desk $25, new TI-85 cal- 
culator $70, numerous cassettes. Call 
622-2536. 
MARTIN'S  DISCOUNT SHOES: 
Name brand shoes for work and play, 
451 Big Hill Ave. (across from Bank 
One). 
Just answer the following question 
correctly and be the first to come 
down to First Gear on the corner of 
1st and Main: 
Who's the Denver Nuggets' all- 
time scoring leader? 
Winner EMI GruDbs 
(IndMduab ekgfcto ons win per semester, please) 
MISCELLANEOUS. 
Let Aerobics and Such help you 
look your best for Spring Break! 312 
Spangler Drive, Richmond. 
Spring Break '95: America's #1 
Spring Break Company! Cancun, 
Bahamas, or Florida! 110% Lowest 
Price Guarantee! Organize 15 friends 
and TRAVEL FREE! Call for our fi- 
nalized 1995 party schedules! 800- 
95-BREAK. 
Rappelling and Rock Climbing. High 
and Low Ropes Courses. Mountain 
Biking. WE HAVETHEINTERNSHIP 
Kasual  Tees 
■(JRKEK NOVELTIES* 
• SCNEEN PRINTING* 
• KMHROIOERY • 
• hXxs, Cones* 
24H .•*CKTH IBOOND STREET. RICHMOND 
INFXT TO AWOU-OS PIZZA) 
(«M>-(»24-iJ724 
features Jennifer Rose, Thursday, 
January 19, 9:30-midnight at The 
Newman Confer, 405 University 
Drive. 
Buying or selling used software? 
Try SOFT NET" $.40 per word. 
Sample Issue $3. Free copy to all 
new advertisers. Scott Balfour, P.O. 
Box 7165. McComb, MS 39648. 
Boas, Pythons, Lizards, Tarantu- 
las at Jungle Pats In Nicholasvllle. 
Kentucky's only sll-reptlle 
superstore. Closed Sundays. 606- 
887-8029. 
Spring Break Specials! Bahamas 
Party Cruise, 6 days, including 12 
meals $279! Panama City-kitchens 
$129! Cancun and Jamaica $399! 
Daytona $159! Keys $229! Cocoa 
Beach $159! Call 1-800-678-6386. 
Student Coverage la Simple With 
Acordla Personal. Self-employed? 
Uninsureds? Would you like the se- 
curity of exceptional coverage at rea- 
sonable rates? Acordia Personal has 
the answer! For complete informa- 
tion, please call Kelly Wood at 1 -800- 
464-3122. 
Spring Break - Guaranteed Low- 
est Prices On Campus! Cancun, 
Jamaica, Panama City, and Daytona 
still available! Travel free-organize a 
group! Call STS @ 1 -800-648-4849! 
MTiTHFR-S LAUNDRY now has new 
Wolff tanning beds. Call 623-5014. 
Spring Breskl Bshsmas Party 
Cruise. 6 days/$279. Includes 12 
meals and 6 free parties! Great 
beaches and nightlife! A huge party' 
Spring Break Travel 1 -800-678-6386 
Florida's Spring Break Hot spots! 
Cocoa Beach (near Disney World). 
27 acre deluxe beachfront resort 7 
nights/$159. Key West/$229. 
Daytona Beach room with kitchen 
from $129.1-800-678-6386. 
Spring Breskl Psnsma City! 8 days 
oceanview room with a kitchen/$129! 
Walk to best bars! Includes free dis- 
count card which will save you $100 
on food/drinks! 1 -800-678-6386. 
CHURCH DIRECTORY. 
Episcopal Church of our Saviour 
Fr. Phillip Haug. Vicar. 623-1226 
2323 Lexington Road (.8 mi NW of I- 
75) 
Sun. Worship: 8:30 & 10 a.m. 
In the first case of power failure, 
physical plant took eight hours to 
restore electricity, but the "second 
was a little quicker," Goble said 
T 
140 Main St, beside O'Riley's 
624-8600 
BEST PIZZA DEALS 
14" large: 
jone  topping! 
pizza 
■ 
■ 
■ 
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A 1-800 COLLECT CALL WAS ALL IT TOOK FOR NARY TO FORGIVE DAN 
FOR THAT WICKED CASE OF POISON IVY. 
% 
1-800-COLLECT 
Save The People You Call Up To 44%. 
>* 
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Strong fills vacated magistrate seat 
■ Former city 
commissioner 
calls position 'a 
different world' 
By Christina Ran ki n 
Accent editor 
Bill Strong said being Third 
District county magistrate is a dif- 
ferent makeup from being city com- 
missioner, the position he held for 
15 years. 
"It's a different world." he said. 
" They (county) move at a little 
slower pace than the city," but get 
just as much of the job done. 
Strong was sworn in Dec. 19 in 
Madison County Fiscal Court to fill 
the term vacated by Farris "Slick" 
Parks, who died Dec. 2. 
Strong said he has some tough 
shoes to fill. 
"I'm filling the position of a man 
who was there for 28 years." he 
said. 
He look the position because "I 
felt like it's something I'd like to 
do." 
Besides being city commission- 
er. Strong was also mayor of 
Richmond for four years, and he 
still owns BAB Grocery. 
"A little rotation of office does- 
n't hurt some things," he said. 
One of Strong's goals for the 
office is to look into areas that don't 
have water and sewer systems, but 
he realizes this goal could be 
unreachable. 
"Sewers are very important, but 
you have to have a treatment plant, 
the resources." he said. 
"There are some areas that don't 
have water," he said. "Safe water is 
important." 
Strong said he is already looking 
into subdivision regulation within a 
five-mile radius. 
Strong said he is in the office to 
help his district and listen to the 
judge's input 
I'll sit and listen and work with 
them," he said. "I know the judge 
has his own ideas. 
"I will do my best to represent 
them," Strong said. "I'm just there 
to help the progress." 
Strong said that he believes he 
can help his district 
His term will expire this year, so 
he will have to run in the general 
election, which Strong said he will 
do. 
Replacing Strong's position on 
the city commission is former coun- 
ty judge Bill Robbins. 
Robbins has 28 years' experi- 
ence in government, including 
being a 25th Judicial District judge 
and being a Madison County attor- 
ney. Robbins is also the owner of 
local radio stations WMCQ and 
WCBR. 
Some of Robbins' plans for his 
position include working with 
Richmond's housing and recreation. 
Moberly to chair House budget committee 
By Matt McCarty 
News editor 
A special session of the state leg- 
islature began Tuesday and, with it 
one of Eastern's own began his new 
position in power. 
Harry Moberly Jr., D-Richmond, 
who is the director of judicial affairs 
ai Eastern, was appointed to chair 
the House Appropriations and 
Revenue Committee by house lead- 
ers. 
"It's great to know that my peers 
believe I have the ability to handle 
that position," Moberly said. 
He will be replacing Rep. 
Marshall Long, D-Shelbyville, as 
chair after the House's change of 
power during the organizational ses- 
sion the first week of January. 
Moberly said 
he "knew if 
there was a lead- 
ership change" 
in the House 
there would be 
several changes 
in committees, 
but he was 
"somewhat sur- 
prised" to get   
the position. Harry Moberly 
"As chair, I have to have a state- 
wide view," he said. "It's probably 
the most important chairmanship in 
the House." 
Moberly said although he will 
nave the entire state's best interest 
in mind, he will still do his best to 
help Madison County and Eastern. 
"Certainly I will advocate for my 
district" he said. 
That could mean more money 
for education and for Eastern as 
Moberly has served on the House 
Education Committee since he 
look office 15 years ago, and will 
continue to serve on that commit- 
tee. 
"(I will be) a higher education 
advocate as I've always been," he 
said. 
Moberly is already at work at the 
new post meeting with House lead- 
ers Tuesday about the proposed tax 
changes in the special session. 
While the position will be a lot 
of hard work and time, he said, it 
will be "time of a different nature." 
The difference is that Moberly 
will be dealing with the overall bud- 
get rather than special parts of the 
budget he said. 
He said that he expects a good 
relationship between himself and 
the new House speaker, Jody 
Richards, D- Bowling Green. 
"He and I have worked closely 
on many issues," Moberly said. 
Going into his new, powerful 
position, Moberly is both realistic 
and confident about how he will 
perform the job. 
"It will be a very challenging and 
difficult position," he said. "I 
believe I can meet that challenge." 
While at the special session in 
Frankfort. Moberly will be on an 
unpaid leave of absence from the 
university. Mary Bohannon, admin- 
istrative assistant to judicial affairs, 
will act as director during 
Moberly's absence. 
Suggestions sought 
on schedule changes 
By Chad Williamson 
Managing editor 
The confusion of MWF— 
TRF scheduling may be on the 
way out depending on the reac- 
tions faculty senate receives 
from faculty, staff and students, 
said faculty senate president 
Virginia Wright. 
The faculty senate passed a 
suggestion in its December 
meeting to study the possibility 
of eliminating the current 
MWF—TRF method of class 
scheduling and replacing it with 
a MWF—TR schedule instead, 
making classes which meet on 
Tuesday and Thursday meet for 
a longer period of time. 
The suggestion will go on to 
the executive committee, which 
meets Monday and will appoint 
a committee to seek input on the 
suggestion. 
Wright said the issue came to 
a 30-24 vole with senate mem- 
bers vocally opposing or sup- 
porting the issue. Many senate 
members questioned how time 
would be allocated for classes on 
TR with longer class periods 
and, in particular, how time for 
lab classes would be handled. 
"Some people felt it had been 
discussed before and there had 
been some problems," she said. 
The committee will also study 
the possibility of eliminating 
Columbus Day and President's 
Day holidays allowing for a full 
week of Thanksgiving break. 
The senate also passed a res- 
olution changing how merit pay 
will be allocated to faculty. 
University president Hanly 
Funderburk approved the merit 
pay policy effective ihe 1996-97 
fiscal year, where all faculty 
members in a department 
receiving merit pay will be paid 
based on a percentage of their 
salary. 
The previous method of merit 
pay had given the same amount 
of money to all members of a 
department when they received 
merit pay. 
In a letter to the senate. 
Funderburk said he felt in study- 
ing the salaries of faculty at 
other benchmark institutions 
comparable to Eastern, there was 
basis for the change. Funderburk 
said only professor salaries at 
99.9 percent of benchmark insti- 
tutions was below the bench- 
mark. 
In other faculty senate news: 
■ A code of teaching ethics is 
currently being revised. 
"It isn't being viewed as any 
kind of a legal document. We're 
not introducing anything that 
isn't in some other institutional 
handbook," Wright said. 
■ The planning process will 
be discussed. The plan of priori 
ties for the university, effective 
for four years, was just passed 
by Ihe senate and will be voted 
on by the board of regents in 
their meeting Saturday, Wright 
said. 
Taylor's Sporting Goods 
See Taylor's for all of your: Russell Sweat Pants & Crews 
Plaques* 623-9517       Russell Sod* $12.75 
I ropnies AH racquetball equipment 10% off 
Custom Engraving* _ „ 
c „ P_. .",      * College Park Center 
Sew.ng & Embro.dery* opentSDays a week 
Visa/Mastercard Accepted 9 a.m.-7 p.m.  
Personal Touch 
Dry Cleaners 
Welcome back everyone. 
We're glad to see you return. 
Let Personal Touch Dry Cleaners save Mom 
the trouble with next-day service. 
199 WAYNE DRIVE 
Artjy 1 
Personal Touch 
Eastern Bypass (Behind Pizza Hut) 
624-2961 
Richmonds 
•1st & only bar 
dedicated to 
JA\ZZ & 
IBILUJIES. 
*M» 
Wednesday 
& Thursday 
8 p.m.-Midnight 
No Cover 
JR   H 
3 p.m.- 6 p.m. 
$1 Domestic 
$1.50 Import 
212 Water St. 624-8110   Must bo 21 & proper dress 
WE DELIVER 
624-9241 
iSUBUJRV* 
SALADS 
COLD CUT COMIO  
- ___ 
1 09 
&-.                  3.20 
3.48 
3.09 
 * 3.09 
 ~ 309 
2 5» 
_____        in 
DUSSIN0S F ranch. Ranch. Oil and Vm-jit LoCal Italian 
and Thouaand laland 
5QBBJBQ£ 
HAM 
[DRINKS   < 
SODA 
SMALL     MEDIUM      LARGE 
> CHIPS  j *>     [DESSERT^  «, 
SOFT DRINKS: Pepsi, Ul. Pepsi. 7-up, Ml   Dew. Diet Ml   Dew. Dr Pepper. Ice lea 
CHIPS: Plain & BBQ Lays. Fruos. Doriliis. Cheeios    DESSERT: Cookies. Cupcakes 
ill'  Drill er\ her ON /:' VCH nrttrr. 
200 S. SECOND ST. (CORNER OF WATER ST. & 2ND) 
$Need to Save Money? 
Hk Check out our special coupon section for 
savings custom made to fit your needs! 
RESERVE       OFFICERS TRAINING       C01PS 
Sera-Tec Biologicals 
New Donors Receive $20 
Start donating now 
and make * 
#275 
by Spring Break 
Based on two donations per week. 
624-9814 
292 South Second St. 
Come One - Come All! 
Bring Your Truck, 
Used Motel Furniture Sale 
(Dealers Invited) 
Partial List below: 
Box springs/mattresses (both queen & regular size complete), chairs with rollers, end 
tables, small tables (30"), two drawer chest, couches - $75, inside & outside doors, framed 
mirrors (25" x 35"). wall pictures (23" x 27"), hanging lamps, table lamps, sheets, drapes. 
high quality carpet 12' x 24' and also runner carpet. 
-Sale Begins January 19th- 
8:30a.m. till 6 p.m., in the Motel Parking Lot 
     I-75 at Exit 87 on the Eastern Bypass   
Slioni'\ *s Iiiii 
GET MONEY FROM YOUR UNCLE INSTEAD. 
Your Uncle Sam Every year Army 
ROTC awards scholarships to hundreds 
of talented students If you qualify, 
these merit-based scholarships can 
help you pay tuition and educational 
?U3 
ARMY ROTC 
fees. They even pay a flat rate for text- 
books and supplies. You can also receive 
an allowance of up to $1000 each 
school year the scholarship is in 
effect Find out today if you qualify 
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE TOD CAM TAKE. 
For details, visit 515 Begley Building or call 
622-1215 
Handicap accessibility a problem, student says 
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By Don Perry 
Contributing writer 
When Matthew Westerdale 
decided what college he would 
attend, he based his decision on 
something few students ever consid- 
er — the accessibility of the campus. 
Westerdale is an average college 
student except for one factor, he 
uses an electric wheelchair to get 
from class to class. 
Westerdale said Eastern was 
smaller than some colleges he con- 
sidered attending and seemed more 
accessible fc students in wheel- 
chairs than o' £t campuses. 
But afi-r a semester of being 
tardy because he had to wait on the 
elevators to clear out and having to 
leave the library earlier than other 
students through the only handi- 
capped exit, Westerdale saw the 
need for changes. 
Westerdale said many students 
did not realize how many obstacles 
face students with a disability 
because they never have to go 
through the same troubles to per- 
form simple tasks like getting from 
class to class in IS minutes or trying 
to get in the narrow doorways of 
some of the campus buildings. 
He said changes need to be made 
to make the campus a more com- 
fortable environment for students 
with disabilities. 
Melissa Zinnon, disabilities 
coordinator for the office of dis- 
abled services, said some changes 
have been made, and several others 
are on the way. 
Among some of the changes she 
noted were the curb cutters put in 
sidewalks across campus last semes- 
ter as well as additional ramps. 
But Zinnon said the changes 
would not stop there. In addition to 
those changes, the office for the dis- 
abled is working with physical plant 
to get projects completed across 
campus that directly help disabled 
students. 
"The curb cutting will continue, 
more handicap parking spaces will 
be available and a back entrance to 
the Whalm Building will be made 
available for students with physical 
disabilities,'' Zinnon said. 
Zinnon said bids have also been 
taken to install "eight or nine elec- 
tric doors" across campus. 
She said plans have already been 
made to put the automatic doors in 
the book store, Todd Hall, the 
Wallace Building and the Combs 
Building as well as other buildings 
frequently visited by disabled stu- 
dents. 
The automatic doors were first 
mentioned at a closed meeting last 
November, according to Westerdale. 
when several topics were discussed 
including TTY telephones for deaf 
students and releasing a publication 
showing students which buildings 
are the most accessible. 
The publication was based on a 
"survey" conducted last summer 
when a student worker for the office 
of services for the disabled went 
from building to building across 
campus taking notes on which spots 
were accessible and which were not. 
Zinnon said the university is not 
installing the doors and other pro- 
jects to meet the Americans with 
Disability Act standards, but to help 
these students. 
The university released a report 
in early January telling the ADA 
what it had done to make the uni- 
versity accessible and adequate for 
its students as well as other plans to 
make the campus a better living 
environment for handicap students. 
Westerdale, who was asked to be 
a member of the committee that 
Progress/STACY BATTLES 
AGAINST THE ODDS — Matthew Westerdale has difficulties 
entering Todd Hall, where he lives. 
released the report to the ADA 
office, said although some positive 
changes had come from the meeting. 
they had been a long time coming. 
This is a prime example of how 
the university puts things like this 
off, he said. 
Westerdale said his mother had to 
make calls to ADA offices in both 
Frankfort and Washington, D.C 
before changes were made to his 
room, making it more accessible. 
"They call this a handicap room, 
and the only thing handicap accessi- 
ble about it is the door," Westerdale 
said pointing to the widened door- 
way installed in all four first floor 
rooms of Todd Hall. 
Every Tuesday 
Smokin' 
Monkeys 
Wednesday 
1/25/95 
Peace 
Monkey 
Stonerloone 
1/26-28/94 
Happy Hour 
Daily 
2 p.m.-8 p.m. 
Sat. 1 p.m. - 8 p.m. 
Domestic Bottle Beer $1 
Well Drinks $1.40 
Under new management. Must be 21 to enter. 
JACK'S 
CLEANERS 
205 Water St 
Mon. -Fri. 
7 a.m. - 5:30 p.m. 
Sat. 7 a.m. -1 p.m. 
623-6244 
"Quality dry 
at dirt cheap^ 
prices." 
Over 
30 years 
experience 
Pink Flamingo 
Laundry a Tanning Co. 
620 Big Hid Ave 
623-0076 
Mon.-Sat 
7:30 am- 10 p.m. 
Driv^Thru 
210 St George St. 
624-42-4266 
Mon.- Fri. 
7:30 a.m. - 6 p.m 
Sat. 8am -6pm 
Drop Off Services 
1088 Barnes Mil Rd 
Next to BJ's Market 
Open 7 a.m. - 7 p.m. 
WATER STREET 
MALL 
Antiques and Collectibles 
Mon. - Sat 10 a.m. - 6 p.m. 
Sun. Noon - 6 p.m. 
Downtown Richmond 
on the corner of 
First & Water St. 
625-1524 
Come in and browse 
New and Vintage Items 
Call our nail Technician 
Debbie 
623-1169, 
Fill-ins———$22 
Acrylic Set $35 
Manicure $12 
10% Discount for EKU students and staff. 
—r 
The Air Force Has Jobs 
We're hiring. And we'll train you in one 
of more than 250 high-tech skills. Then 
when your enlistment is up. your skills 
will be in demand in a civilian job. Plus, 
we'll help you pay for college while 
you're in the Air Force. We also have a 
plan for you to have money for school 
when your Air Force tour is over. 
For more information call 
1-800-423-USAF or contact your 
local Air Force recruiter 
120 KEENELAND ROAD • (606) 623-7938 
OILSKIN COATS 
STARTING AT $109.95 
OILSKIN 
HATS 
STARTING AT 
$42.00 
Now featuring U.S. Mobile pagers. 
jPicturePerfectPhoto ^ 
/ ===== FAST PHOTO LAB AND STUDIO ==>^^ 
2130 Lexington Rd. • Suite C • Harper Square 
Richmond, KY 40475 • 606-625-0077 
• One hour photo 
Finishing 
• Slides Overnight 
• B/W Developing 
• Film 
• Portraits 
• Camera Repair 
• Copy Work 
• Portfolios Done 
• Fraternity & 
Sorority Functions 
All EKU 
Students 
& Teachers 
Receive 
OFF 
with ID 
The free makeover* 
that     makes     any     day 
really special. 
I lutrotl/f ii/ii ,i great new range of shades. 
1        Save $5 ■ 1 on any 
purchase 
■ of $25 or more 
■ with a !T! 
■        20-minute 
1        makeover •  ~A 
ITIERLE noRmnn 
CCSMC'      C    5'JOiOS 
106 St George St 
Richmond, KV 
624-9825 
McCoy's Laundromats 
(2 locations) 
Highlander Laundromat & 
Tanning Salon 
207 Geri Lane 
Behind Convenient between 
Porter & St. George 
Richmond, KY 40475 
Keeneland Wash & Dry 
& Tanning Salon 
155 South Keeneland Dr. 
in Bluegrass Genter 
behind Hardee's comer of 
Keeneland & Churchill 
623-9887 624-2126 
Use This Coupon To Get Ready 
For Colder Weather! 
COUPON "~~l 
1 FREE Double Washer 
-20 Lb. Capacity- 
Greotfor Blankets, Quilts and Sweats! 
'      With this coupon. Limit one. Expire* 1/31/95 
L—                   —     — -       —      '■■—      *•*■•    >*••••    wiM»-H«fcl»-%»*»■*        ■•■■<      'Ml"       ——    "■     !•»»•* 
Join McCoy's Coin-Op Club and earn 
FREE Laundry and Special Tanning Rates! 
%gt MAIM 6«3.$> P*
kGET A HEAD START ON, 
YOUR SPRING BREAK 
TAN... 
UNLIMITED TANNING 
1/19/95 TO 2/19/95 
$29.95 
■Must be paid 
in full 
All major credit cards accepted 
•» it II -/ 
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SUIT:Officials ignored reports 
Continued from front 
When Hamblm refused, he said 
Gay made repealed efforts to intimi- 
date him into participating in "sexu- 
ally suggestive" photo sessions and 
tried to get Hamblin, 19 at the time 
of the alleged incidents, to go on 
picnics and trips to the park and 
drink beer with him. 
Hamblin states in the suit he met 
with university officials twice, once 
in November and once in 
December, to complain about Gay. 
Dean of student life Jeanette 
Crockett said she met with Hamblin 
and other students on Dec. 15 of 
that year. 
"I met with them at 4:30 p.m. 
We left the conference room around 
7 or 7:30. It was a long meeting," 
she said. Crockett added she has not 
had any contact with either Gay or 
Hamblin since then. 
Gay resigned from his position 
the next day after state police arrest- 
ed him on charges of harassment, 
terroristic threatening, and imper- 
sonating a public official filed by 
Hamblin. Hamblin said Gay had 
threatened him by showing him 
firearms he kept in his apartment in 
Kcene Hall. Gay resigned because 
university policy forbids weapons 
on campus, said Ron Harrell, direc- 
tor of public information. 
Hamblin said in the suit the uni- 
versity "knew or should have 
known" about Gay's harassment of 
students and failed to take discipline 
or take any action against Gay. 
John Hansen, acting counsel for 
Gay, said Gay claims to have never 
had any problems before the inci- 
dent. 
"This is the first lime a student 
had any complaint against him," he 
said. 
In answer to the suit filed by 
Giles T. Black, university counsel, 
the university has denied all allega- 
tions made by Hamblin about 
knowledge of Gay's behavior. 
Gay stated, in a motion to dis- 
miss, that he had not been served 
with a summons and complaint as 
of Jan. 9. and that he filed for bank- 
ruptcy on Oct. 17 and is exempt 
from collection activities, including 
lawsuits. 
Hansen said Gay is seeking 
another counsel. 
"I've no intention of going 
through the case at length (at the 
federal level)," he said. 
D. Craig Dance, Hamblin's 
lawyer, refused comment on the 
case. 
"I don't want this case tried in 
the papers," he said. 
Black also refused comment. 
Neither Gay nor Hamblin could 
be reached for comment on this 
case. 
PLANS: 1995 agenda set 
Continued from freftl \_. 
Committee on Committees 
chairman Melody 
working with the EKU Reach 
Out program. 
The senate also chose Habitat 
for Humanity as its philanthropy. 
Jeff Chaney. committee on 
ethics, is making plans for anoth- 
er forum. Date and topic will be 
announced later. 
There will be a meeting Jan. 
26 at 4:30 in  the Herndon 
Lounge of the Powell Building 
concerning the senate sponsored 
PALS program. Anyone who 
knows a child that needs a PAL 
or would like to be a Big PAL 
should attend the meeting. 
Toe personal relations com- 
mittee is planning the "Spring 
Fling'' and a softbaU tournament. 
The academic affairs commit- 
tee has passed the proposal for 
mandatory adviser evaluations 
through the proper channels. 
Cheerleaders break 
during Christmas 
File photo 
FROM THE TOP — Eastern's cheerteading squad took 
Christmas break off because of a lack of funds. 
By Matt McCarty 
News editor 
When Western Kentucky and 
Morehead came to campus over the 
holiday break to take on Eastern's 
men's basketball squad, the 
Colonel cheerleading squad was 
missing from the sidelines. 
Assistant athletic director of 
external affairs, Steve Angelucci, 
said the cheerleaders were not sup- 
posed to be at the Western game 
because it was "the beginning of 
Christmas break." 
They deserved to have part of 
that break," Angelucci said. 
"Nobody gives us extra money to 
help these kids." 
The Morehead contest, howev- 
er, was a different story as there 
was a "miscommunication" about 
when the first game back for the 
cheerleaders was. 
"They felt terrible about it," 
Angelucci said. 
Only about half of the cheer- 
leaders were at the Morehead 
game, but, Angelucci said, people 
have to realize that they are 
"human beings who just got 
through finals." 
Angelucci said he hopes to 
avoid these situations in the future. 
"This opened my eyes to see 
what I should do to help solve 
some of those instances," he said. 
A similar situation occurred last 
semester when Eastern's band did 
not return to perform at the 
Colonels' play-off game against 
Boston University. 
In a letter to the editor in the 
Richmond Register, Gary H. and 
Jaime C. Ford, both of Richmond, 
wrote "The absence of the band 
was inexcusable and deplorable, 
and I question how this could pos- 
sibly be an acceptable policy." 
The reason cited for the absence 
of the band was that residence halls 
were closed because of spring 
break. 
The lack of funds to house the 
cheerleaders for the Western game 
was one reason they weren't sched- 
uled lo perform. 
Angelucci said he heard some 
comments from fans about the 
cheerleaders missing the games, 
but he said he hoped after hearing 
the whole story they would see it 
was not a lack of support on their 
part 
SENATE: Cabinet spots open       RAPE: Victim may not pursue case 
Continued from front 
has been a member of the senate for 
a year and a half, working as elec- 
tions committee chair last semester. 
He is a fire and safety engineering 
technology major. 
President Ramsey and vice presi- 
dent Terri Johnson will hold inter- 
views to fill the cabinet positions 
left by Johnson and Hoffman. 
Two senator seats were also 
filled by Scott Douglas and Joshua 
Sowards. 
Douglas was a member of the 
senate last year, chairing the student 
rights committee. 
After the two senators were 
sworn in. President April Ramsey 
commented, "They will both be an 
asset to the group." 
Two other senator positions are 
still open. Anyone interested should 
contact the student senate office. 
Continued from front 
incident, which involved alcohol, 
occurred at 3:30 am. 
The case was brought before the 
grand jury on Dec. 6. and the 
group's decision was released on 
Dec. 21. 
The complaining witness said 
she was not as happy with the case's 
dismissal. 
"I'm upset that it was dis- 
missed," she said. 
While she isn't satisfied with the 
outcome, she said she is "not posi- 
tive right now" about whether she 
would pursue the matter anymore. 
Roberts said it was unusual for a 
case to be brought before the grand 
jury more than once. 
"Very seldom is an individual 
brought before the grand jury on the 
same facts," Roberts said. 
Phelps could not be reached. 
CAPTAIN     D'S 
Seafood 
mm 
DINNERS 
/ 
Seafood Dinner 
J nhranp. I - 
■ Id   liuihpuppio 
SHRIMP & FRIES 
Bit* Size Shrimp, 
I CHICKEN  & FRIES 
one a ann ■ Chicken, trie*, hush *•»#*   <"\rr I 
fries, hush pupplev $2.25 P°P^~ *•«*•« *             $2.25 
t cocktail sauce . sour sauce •CSCJN 
c-_,.-*_ N. 0***4 I   <•—■e-s—— »■ 
•-<-■-.—»<-^.-«— fit;            •— -«-r— -e-- «— 
IDIMN   ■! ■ IHI.KVBSU SAMOD I     IBSMM   ■I*IIII il.KVKJa 
FISH & FRIES I DINNER COUPON 
puppies & tarter $2.25     'Complete $1.00  Off 
I Dinner 
an i ■»■■»■— — 
lltaH   til        I.STPCU -.r>»»T»«,     |    ,„^ZZ til        ISYSSU ........ 
Call 
623-0330 
For Fast 
FREE DELIVERY 
ALSO 
TRY OUR 
DELICIOUS 
OVEN BAKED 
HOT SUBS & 
HOAGIES 
"Ky's Largest Health & Fitness Corporation." 
It's where your friends work out 
Student 
Special 
• Over 30 aerobics classes 
/ Indoor track 
• Life steps & cycles 
• Treadmill 
• Super circuit (20 minute workout) 
• Free weights 
629 Eastern Bypass 
(Behind Roses) 
624-0100 
Join 
Now 
228 South Second St. 
Beside Kasual Tees 
ALL PRICES ON THESE OFFERS 
INCLUDE STATE SALES TAX 
All offers not valid with other offers.   MINIMUM DELIVERY $4.25 
Present this coupon for a       ONLY 
14" large pizza with $7.75 
1 topping & 1 Liter Soft 
drink. 
Exp. 
2/15/95 
Present this coupon for a        ONLY 
2 large 14" $11.95 
pizzas 
With 2 Toppings 
Exp. 
2/15/95 
Present this coupon for a ONLY 
C\    small 9"        $7-95 
pizzas 
' With 2 Toppings Exp. 
2/15/95 
i   A?2l 
Present this coupon for an       ONLY 
extra large 20"    <M 4 nc 
party pizza 
2 toppings & 2 liter Exp. 
2/15/95 
OPEN FOR 
LUNCH 
MON. - FRI. 11 A.M. - 2 P.M. 
CMM 
COUNTRY MUSIC MONDAYS 
EVERY MONDAY 5:30 P.M. - MIDNIGHT 
('()[   l'()\ 
ONE FREE SANDWICH OR 
ENTREE WTH PURCHASE 
OF SANDWICH OR ENTREE OF 
EQUAL OR GREATER VALUE. 
2 FOR 1 WELL DRINKS 
2 FOR 1 DOMESTIC BEERS 
1/2 PRICE APPETIZERS 
ALL NIGHT 
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§ 
HOW TO KEEP PEOPLE'S 
HANDS OFF YOUR MONEY. 
O   Carry only enough cash to last the day. 
Anyone who tries to borrow your last five spot 
isn't a friend, anyway. 
O    Label your spare-change jar "beetle farm.' 
Then, put your beetle farm in a jar labeled 
"spare change." 
O    Mark up every space on checks. 
Don't leave room for someone to fill in their 
name and extra zeros. 
O    Keep your wallet in your front pocket. 
It discourages pickpockets. So does wearing 
really tight pants. 
O    Put your picture on your credit card. 
A Citibank Photocard is tough for anyone else 
to use, unless they look just like you. 
CfTJBAtKO 
«i>i*iti.- - 
sawwo 
WERE LOOKING OUT FOR YOU. 
To apply, call  I -800-CITIBANK 
J 
k_ 
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Little Professor 
P°) BOOK CENTER 
• Richmond Mall •  623-0522 
$2 off 
any book purchase 
totaling $20 or more 
Magazines excluded   Regularly priced books only. 
Not valid with any other offers. 
i    SuperlFoods   i! Martin's Shoes i 
I r       mk • I "Discounts UD to 50% Off Retail" ■ 
SUPER LOW PRICES 
ONE FREE 
VIDEO RENTAL 
Pink Flamingo 
Laundry & Tanning Co. 
620 Big Hill Ave 
623-0076 
afa $IOFF 
Redeem at Super 1 Foods NEW Video Department.   ■ 
Coupon good through January 31. 1995. ■ 
451 Big Hill Avenue 
624-3531 
Tanning with Student I.D. 
Featuring Sonnenbraune Wolff 545 Tanning Beds 
Coupon Expires 2/28/95 Not Good With Any Other Offer 
^omy 
» NEW Pepsi & Mt. Dew Freeze 
• 7 popcorm flavors to choose 
40% off Christmas tins, full 
and 
FREE box of popcorn 
with purchase 
Richmond Mall 623-1881 
i • 
i • 
. • 
1 • 
i . 
i • 
, • 
■ 
i 
i 
i 
■ 
. 
1 
i 
% 
& 
*".   <*< 
,-.-   | tsu 
■ 
■ 
MADISON 
optical 
sunglass 
s h o p p e 
■ 
C.&H.E/UJCiH 
■   ■   ■ Sale prices expire January 31, 1995 J     E     w     €     L 
Welcome Back 
Students! 
$10 off 
any sunglass 
(over $15) 
6 2 3-1882 
• Ray Bans - Always 35%-40% off 
• New Oakleys now in stock 
SCREEN PRINTING 
GREEK NOVELTIES 
NEW PADDLE DESIGNS & LAVAUEVES 
EMBROIDERY 
FAX & COPIES 
242 SOUTH SECOND STREET, RICHMOND 
(NEXT TO APOLLO'S PIZZA) 
■ ■ 
■  ■ 
Large 14" One Topping Pizza 
vJOeW +Tax 
624-2828 
Carry Out or Delivery 
V 
University Shopping Center"• 623-9624 
Monday, Tuesday, & Wednesday 
Wetcuts 
$8.00 
guys and girls 
*      BIG BOY 
■ 50$ off purchase of 
Breakfast Bar or 
Soup & Salad Bar 
■ ■ 
Vogue Beauty Salon     ! 
206 S. Third St. • 623-5770 I 
Winter Pamper Package 
Friday, January 20 and 
Saturday, January 21,1995 
Storewide Sale 
Vogue Beauty Salon „Vogue Beauty Salon 
Wash & Style ■     Manicure 
136 N. Keeneland Dr. 
Richmond- 623-5517 
Good only at Richmond 
location. Exp. 2-14-95. ■■ 
with purchase of 
a creative cut 
Good through 2-19-95 
with purchase of 
a soothing pedicure 
Good through 2-19-95 
UNIVfcRSnY 
BOOK & SUPPLY 
four Bookstoie Ju&t Off Compus 
10% OFF 
•Notebooks 'Pens 
•T-Shirts •Textbooks 
•Art Supplies «EKU Gifts 
Special orders not included 
All sales final 
Cash or Check only 
Aflgo^lfana 
CHEESE 
! $2.00 OFF    "$1.00 OFF 
; Large Mm     Small Pina 
■ 809 Eastern By-Pass • Carriage Gate Center • Richmond 
■ 624-1540 ■ 
I Not Valid With Any Other Otter Coupon Necessary   Limited Time Only 
SH0NEY& 
INN * 
Richmond's Finest       ■ 
10% Discount  1 ■ 
Offer not valid in conjunction with      ■ 
any other promotions ■ 
AerobicS & SucH, Inc 
■ ■ 
■ ■ 
ALL NEW ROOMS 
1 -75 & Eastern Bypass Exit 87 
Richmond, Kentucky 40475 
Phone: (606) 624-5735 Fax (606)624-5965 
Reservations: 1-800-222-2222 
Must Present Coupon 
312SpanglerDr. 
(Behind Pizza Hut) 
•Unlimited Visits _ 
•No Bank drafts 624"061 0  \ 
No Membership Fee 
NU 
WAVE 
FULL SET OF ACRYLIC NAILS $40 (Reg $50) 
■ 
■ 
■ 
■ 
■ 
PERMS 
COLOR 
HIGHLITE 
New Client Special 
Cut and Style $12 (reg. $20) 
Expires: February 2,1995 
$35 (reg. $5 & up) 
(long hair may cost extra) 
$25 (reg. $35 & up) 
$35 (reg. $45 & up) 
521 Leigh way Driver 
Richmond, KY 40475 
(606) 623-4777 
■  r- 
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COUPON «OOa FOR $1 OFF 
ANT CD OB TAPE 
(limit 1 coupon per customer: expires I FEB 95) 
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m> 2(M K. Wafrr SI. DOWNTOWN RICHMOND 624WM2 I 
I 
OCEANFRONT TAN-IN \ 
10 Visit Pkg. $20 (reg. $30) | 
Limit 1 per person ■ 
must present coupon Exp. 2/2/95 
Bring in a NEW customer and receive one free tan if J 
that customer buys a special. a 
Exp. 2/2/95 ■ 
521 Leigh way Drive Richmond.KY 
Phone: 623-8993 
Christina Rankin, Accent editor ACCENT 
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Ways to become healthy, wealthy and wise in 1995 
By Christina Rankin 
Accent editor 
A microwave 
may be a 
dream come 
true for stu- 
dents who want 
to stay healthy during the 
new year. 
Avk Eaves, a dietician at 
Pattie A. Clay Hospital, said the 
microwave has become a won- 
derful invention for college stu- 
dents. 
"Ha* really increase* what 
you can do (with food)," Eaves 
said. 
Students can make meals 
that are healthy and inexpensive 
and not have to go to nut food 
restaurants, which are easy out- 
lets for food 
But she has a problem with 
frozen microwave dinners. She 
said the dinners may lack any 
land of flavor, be expensive and 
be high in sodium. 
Eaves recommends Chicken 
by George or cans of vegetables 
that can be microwaved. 
"Frozen foods do have tbeir 
place." Eaves said. 
She said microwave popcorn 
is a good healthy snack. 
Eaves said other snacks like 
fruit, pretzels and low-fat 
yogurts are good for eating 
without adding extra pounds. 
She also recommends mini 
rice cakes as a snack. 
"You can eat the whole bag 
and not feel guilty," she said. 
Jelly beans, gummy bears, 
hard candies, orange slices and 
after dinner mints are healthy 
candies to eat Eaves said they 
are basically fat free. 
"They are better choices than 
a candy bar would be," Eaves 
said. 
She said there are two things 
that students should limit then- 
intake of — alcohol and soft 
drinks. 
Alcohol is high in calories, 
and soft drinks have "empty 
calories," Eaves said. 
She said students should try 
drinking more water or fruit 
drinks which have higher nutri- 
tional value. But if eating 
healthy is not for you. Eaves 
suggests exercising, even waft- 
ing to class instead cf driving. 
Eaves said if a student walks 
to class every day, weight loss 
will happen- Waft, on the track as 
well, she said. 
If you think it's loo cold for 
walking, try walking in the 
Begley Building, going to the 
weight room or even playing 
racquetban in the Begley courts. 
"I would look at that as an 
alternative," Eaves said. TJw't 
become a couch potato.'' 
To en joy exercising more and 
to keep you motivated. Eaves 
said. "Find a buddy. It's not 
much fun to do that alone." 
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Today 
Jason Oby will give his fac- 
ulty voity recital at 7:30 
p.m. in Gifford Theatre. 
Friday 
Supa Fuzz and the Humble 
Sinners will be perform- 
ing at Phone Three 
Lounge. Cover is S3 and 
show starts at 9 p.m. 
Saturday 
Heavy Weather will be 
playing at Phone Three 
Lounge. Cover is $3 and 
show starts at 9:30 p.m. 
Sunday 
Catholic Newman Center 
will host Mass followed 
by all-you-can-eat supper 
for $2. 
Monday 
Campus-wide room 
changes begin at the 
EKU Housing office. 106 
Jones Building 
Announcements 
Nutritional counseling is 
available at Student 
Health Services from 10 
a.m. to noon each 
Wednesday. Call 622- 
1761 for an appointment. 
Positions are available on 
the 1995 Milestone staff 
for writers, photogra- 
phers and designers. No 
experience necessary. 
Call Jennifer at 622-2301 
Monday through Friday 
from 8 a.m. to noon. 
Christian Student 
Fellowship meets each 
Wednesday at 7 p.m. at 
the Daniel Boone Statue 
for fun, food and fellow- 
ship. All students are wel- 
come. 
Christian Student 
Fellowship Campus 
Sunday School meets 
each Sunday at 9:30 a.m. 
in the Burnam Hall lobby. 
Free breakfast. All stu- 
dents are welcome. 
The university's South 
Central Small Business 
Development Center will 
sponsor a step-by-step 
practical workshop on 
starting your own busi- 
ness Tuesday, Jan. 31 
from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. 
The seminar will lake 
place in the training room 
of the the South Central 
Small Business 
Development Center at 
107 W. ML Vcrnon St. in 
Somerset. Pre-registra- 
tion is required with a 
$10 fee. For more infor- 
mation or to register, call 
(606) 678-5520. 
Career Development and 
Placement will sponsor 
Job Search '95 on 
Thursday, Feb. 2 in the 
Powell Building. All 
Eastern juniors and 
seniors are' invited to par- 
ticipate in practice inter- 
views, a business eti- 
quette luncheon, and ses- 
sions on "Job Search in 
Cyberspace" and a 
Candidate Referral 
System. To schedule a 
practice interview or to 
make a luncheon reserva- 
tion for S10, students 
should call 622-1567. 
Richmond Parks and 
Recreation is currently 
taking registration for the 
Winter Adult 
Independent Co-Ed 
Volleyball League. 
Registration fee per team 
is $100 and must be paid 
by Wednesday, Jan. 25. 
For   more   information. 
call 623-8753 Monday 
through Friday 8 a.m. to 
5 p.m. 
All first year students 
receiving a Federal 
Stafford Loan for the 
first time are required to 
attend a loan counseling 
session. Counseling ses- 
sions will be held in 
Room 108 of the Crabbe 
Library Feb. 6 through 
10. Sessions will begin at 
2:15 p.m. and last 
approximately 30 min- 
utes. There will be one 
evening session Feb. 8 at 
6 p.m. Loan recipients 
must attend one of these 
sessions before the 
Stafford Loan check can 
be released. Loan checks 
will not be released at the 
•meetings, but can be 
picked up beginning Feb. 
13 in Room 3 of the 
Coates Building. 
Registration for the New 
Beginnings weight loss 
program will be open 
through March 14. 
Meetings will be held in 
the Rowlett Room 251 
every Tuesday at 11:45 
a.m. to 12:45 p.m. Fees 
are $10 to join and $3 
weekly. The program, co- 
sponsored by EKU 
Special Programs and 
Pattie A. Clay Hospital, is 
open to students, faculty 
and employees. For more 
information, call Special 
Programs af 622-1228. 
The American Cancer 
Society's Fresh Start 
group will begin Feb. 9 at 
the Intergenerational 
Center, 214 Jefferson St, 
Bcrca, from 7 p.m. to 
8:30 p.m. There will be a 
total of four sessions. To 
register or for additional 
information, contact 
Margaret Suters. R.N., of 
the Madison County 
Health Department at 
623-7312. 
Male and> female models are 
needed for the RHA 
Bridal Show Jan. 31. For 
more information; call 
622-2077. 
The painting of Frits 
Woudstra and the metal 
works of Dennis 
Whitcopf will be dis- 
played in Giles Gallery 
through Jan. 31. Gallery 
hours are 9:15 a.m. to 
4:30 p.m. on weekdays 
and 2 to 5 p.m. on 
Sundays. 
The College of Applied Arts 
and Technology will 
sponsor a cross-cultural 
mixer on Wednesday, 
Jan. 25 from 3 to 5 
p.m. in Walnut Hall, 
located in the Keen 
Johnson Building. 
THE m 
LION KING 
Nightly: 7:00 &9:00 
Sat/Sun: 1:45 4:15 7:00 & 9:00 
INTERVIEW 
WITH THE 
VAMPIRE E 
Nightly: 7:15 & 9:45 
Sat/Sun: 1:30 4:00 7:15 & 9:45 
]RICHMOND MALL 8   6- 
&I&30 Eosfrm BrPa»     623-8215, 
HOUSE GOESI (PG) 
Sal Sun .1:45 4.55 7.15 
935 Mon-Fii4:557:15 
935 
-*LL(PG-13) 
S«.-Sun. 105320 535 
7501006 Mon-Frt 535 
7501006 
UTTLE WOKEN (PG) 
10.00 
DEMON 
KNKHT(PG-U) 
S*.-Sun  M0 315 530 
7*5 9:45 Mon.Fn 530 
7*59:45 
-TAR FROM HOME 
SB-Sun 1200230 5 !S> 
73010:10 Mon.-Fn.500 
730 10:10 
•NO PASSES "NO PASSES/NO SUPERSAVERS 
"LEGENDS OF 
THE FALL (R) 
M Son. 1fl043u 7:10 
9:50 Mon.-Fn. 430 7.10 
950 
DUMB* 
DUMBER (PC-13) 
SB Sun 105320 535 
75010O5Mon-Fn 535 
7501006 
DISCLOSURE (R) 
SB Sun 1304:40 720 
955 
Mon-Fn. 4:40 720 9 55 
JUNGLE BOOK (PG) 
SB-Sun 1.40430 700 
Mon.-Fn 430 7:00 A little that a righteous man has 
is better than the riches of many 
wicked. -Psalm 37:16 
Piid Advcrttfonqn  
Recordsmith      \ 
trades & pays cash/ 
for compact discs.  \^i 
Ride on over.  \       / 
.-»•'.       ,4 
10f* 
JkAaci 
recordsmith 
EKU By-Pass across Irom Pizza Hut 623-5058 
WELCOME BACK STUDENTS 
from 
205 Gerl Lane 
Richmond, KY 
MAR-TAN 
OPTICAL 
Where 
Students are 
made to feel 
at home. 
623-4267 
Hours: Mon.. Tues.. Thurs.. Fri. 9 a.m.-5 p.m. 
Wed. & Sat. 9a.m.-noon 
□ 
Get 1995 off to a good start and get 
ready for spring break with 
Total Body Tanning 
Check out the new bulbs 
in our tanning bed at 
Ford's Fitness. Now 
owned and operated by 
Total Body Tanning. 
636 Universitv ShoDDina Center 
624-9351 
InlPlloiloilollollollQllolcmi 
mv ©ay® M@T SSJUB^ 
Hot Subs include:  __._._ 
Steak & Cheese 
Pizza Sub 
Chicken Breast Fillet 
Meatball 
Subway Melt 
All subs come with your choice ot vegetables and dressings on 
bread baked (resh several times daily in our store. 
SPECIAL 
6" Meatball sub only $1.69 
For a limited time only. 
No coupon necessary 
«SUBWflV* 
623-3458 
539 Leighway Drive • Opposite Denny's 
Mon-Thu. 10:00 a.m.-11:00 p.m. Fri 10:00 a.m.-1:00 a.m 
Sal 10:30 a.m.-1:00 a.m. Sun 10:30 a.m.-11:00 p.m.. 
WAREHOUSE 
LIQUORS 
302 Big Hill Avenue • 623-5932 
WeLcoMe back /peciaL/ 
prices good 1-19 through 1-21 
/eagraM'/ tropical, twi/t cooLerj 
•$•1. DO/A pack 
MicheLob botuej 
f3.7Q/«Pk 
♦ l2.0p/caj> 
rottLe /NdKe Kit/ 
Natural. Light 
*6.45/ccu> 
 'Have ID ready  
WITH YOUR FAVORITE PIZZA! 
You'll love the taste of Domino's Buffalo Wings.. .spicy chicken wings 
marinated in our special sauce.. .each order delivered hot and 
delicious with your pizza every time. 
Minimum purcnaa* may b* raqurad tor datiwary. Oftara valid with coupona only. 
NO COUPON NECESSARY.. .JUST ASK FOR CAMPUS SPECIALS! 
SERVING RICHMOND 
623-0030 
OPEN DAILY AT 11 A.M. FOR LUNCH UNTIL LATE NIGHT! 
10"SMALL 
CHEESE PIZZA $3.49 
ADDITIONAL TOPPINGS 69e 
12" MEDIUM 
CHEESE PIZZA $4.29 
ADDITIONAL TOPPINGS 99e 
PAN AVAILABLE AT AN ADDITIONAL CHARGE ON 1Y 
14" LARGE 
CHEESE PIZZA $4.99 
ADDITIONAL TOPPINGS $1.19 
AVAILABLE TOPPINGS   PEPPERONI. SAUSAG. 
MUSHROOMS. ONIONS. GREEN PEPPERS. HAM 
GROUND BEEF, GREEN OLIVES, BLACK OLIVES, 
BACON AND BANANA PEPPERS. 
CLASSIC S-fEAK 
HOAGIE $3.99 
8" WITH ONIONS. PICKLES, PIZZA SAUCE 
AND CHEESE 
'    HOT WINGS $3.99 
AN ORDER OF 8 
BREADSTICKS $1.99 
AN ORDER OF 8 
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Newman is 'Nobody's FooP 
■ Despite slow 
story, 'Nobody's 
Fool' worth seeing 
By Doug Rapp 
Arts editor 
If ever there was a role created 
for Paul Newman, it must be 
Donald "Sully" Sullivan in 
"Nobody's Fool." Newman makes 
the part of this 60-year-old laborer 
with a bum knee come across so 
convincingly that, even though little 
happens in the movie, you remain 
interested. 
"Nobody's Fool" is the story of 
Sully and his simple existence in the 
town of North Bath, NY. Sully 
works at odd construction jobs for 
Carl Roebuck, played by Bruce 
Willis in an unbilled role, and hangs 
out at the Iron Horse bar playing 
poker with friends. 
'. Sully isn't the most responsible 
guy in the world. He ditched his 
wife and child years ago. He runs 
into trouble with the law and often 
ends up in court with his one-legged 
lawyer, Wirf. Sully does just 
enough to get by and seems content 
doing so. 
At one point in the film, Sully's 
landlady and eighth grade teacher. 
Miss Beryl, played by the late 
Jessica Tandy, asks him "Do you 
ever regret wasting the life God's 
given you?" Sully shrugs and says 
"Yea, sometimes." 
Around Thanksgiving, Sully's 
son, Peter, returns to North Bath to 
visit his mother, Sully's ex-wife. 
It's obvious there's some distance 
between father and son. It's been 
three years since they last spoke and 
one of his grandchildren doesn't 
even recognize him. 
Not much happens in "Nobody's 
Fool," but that's alright What the 
movie does is explore the relation- 
ships of a man with tough luck and 
the people around him. There's 
almost a mother-son relationship 
with Miss Beryl. She has a prosper- 
ous son, whom Sully calls 'The 
Bank,' but you get the feeling she's 
more concerned with Sully. 
photo courtesy of Paramount Pictures 
NEWMAN'S OWN— Paul Newman stars as Donald "Sully" Sullivan and Jessica Tandy stars aa 
Miss Beryl In Paramount Pictures "Nobody's Fool," based on the Richard Russo novel and 
adapted for the screen and directed by Robert Benton. 
Sully's best friend is a man 
named Rub, a dimwitted brute who 
often works with Sully, and though 
Sully wouldn't admit it, the two of 
them share a bond that only two 
men who are rough around the 
edges could share. 
Sully's relationship with the 
Roebucks provide some of the fun- 
nier moments in the movie. There's 
a slight attraction between him and 
the attractive Toby Roebuck, played 
by Melanie Griffith. Carl has been 
cheating on Toby, and her and Sully 
joke of the day when they'll run 
away together. 
Sully's relationship with his son 
is the most tense. They don't really 
know each other and Peter still 
wonders why his father walked out 
of his life years ago. Sully tells 
Peter about his alcoholic father who 
used to beat his mother. "I used to 
wish him eternal damnation, you'll 
probably say that when I'm gone," 
Sully tells Peter. "I already have," 
responds Peter. But, as the movie 
progresses the seeds of a healthy 
father-son relationship are planted. 
As Sully gets to know his son 
better. Rub understandably is jeal- 
ous of the stranger that now occu- 
pies Sully's time. Before, Sully and 
Rub shared menial jobs. Now that 
Peter has decided to live in North 
Bath and work with his father. Rub 
feels edged out. Sully eventually 
has to come to terms with the fact 
that Sully is one of his best friends 
and it's a relationship worth keep- 
ing. 
The way Newman plays 
Sullyreminds you of a mellowed 
grandfather, the kind of man who 
lets his grandkids taste his beer and 
steer his truck when their parents 
aren't looking. 
He's the kind of man who hasn't 
really prospered in life but doesn't 
dwell on the fact. He seems happy 
and just knows someday he'll win 
the trifecta he wagers on everyday. 
(Bet the same numbers everyday, 
and you have to win eventually. 
Sully reasons.) Nobody could play 
Sully and seem as real as Newman 
does. 
The poster for this movie says 
"Worn To Perfection" above 
Newman's face—and that's not too 
far from the truth. 
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CHECK IT OUT—Rick Martanl, left, a graphic design major 
from Dayton, KY and Alex Gale, a sculpture major from 
Richmond look over one of Dennis Whttcopf's sculptures. 
Dutch painter, faculty 
display work in Giles 
Progress staff report 
The' paintings of Frits 
Woudstra and the scultpure of 
faculty member Dennis Whitcopf 
will be on display in the Giles 
Gallery, located in the Campbell 
Building, until Jan. 31. 
Woudstra, an Amsterdam 
native, holds degrees from the Art 
Academy of Enschede and the 
Rijks Academy of Ait His paint- 
ings have been displayed in major 
exhibits in the Netherlands and 
Sicily. 
Charles Helmuth, a professor 
in the Art department, met 
Woudstra in 1992 when on sab- 
batical in Holland. Helmuth 
asked Woudstra if he would be 
interested in doing an American 
exhibit and Woudstra agreed, 
making the exhibit in Giles 
Gallery Woudstra's first 
American exhibit. Woudstra also 
opened a major exhibit in Holland 
Tuesday. 
Woudstra brought some of his 
painting from the mid-XOs which 
are usually ink or paint on paper. 
Woudstra will deliver an infor- 
mal lecture on his work today at 
2:15 p.m. in the gallery. 
The lower level of Giles 
Gallery will feature the sculpting 
of faculty member Dennis 
Whitcopf. Whitcopf, chairperson 
of the sculpting department, has 
been on faculty for over 20 years. 
Gallery hpurs,arc 9:15.a.m. to 
4:30 p.m. on weekdays and 2 to 5 
p.m. on Sundays. 
Soundtracks staying on charts long after movies die 
By Doug Rapp 
Arts editor 
1994 was a good year for movies and, in 
turn, a good year for soundtracks. Whether 
you liked them or not, soundtracks from 
well-known movies like "Forrest Gump" and 
lesser-known movies like "Jason's Lyric" 
have landed firm spots on the Billboard Top 
200. w 
Al Walters, owner of Sound Advice Music, 
said customers often ask about soundtracks, 
sometimes two weeks before the movie's 
release. 
; "I think customers like the variety of 
songs. Soundtracks are becoming more and 
more the way to go," Wallers said. 
Although Walters estimates the "Forrest 
Gump" soundtrack was his biggest soundtrack 
seller, he said there's been strong sales with 
many rap/R&B soundtracks such as "Higher 
Learning," "Jason's Lyric," and "Murder Was 
The Case." Walters added that older sound- 
tracks such as "Animal House" and "Ghost" 
occasionally sell. 
"Soundtracks were, more or less, really big 
this year," said Eric Hay den, a sophomore 
broadcasting major and programming consul- 
'With a soundtrack, you get a whole group of 
artists with good songs that save you buying 
each artists Individual CD If It's not any 
good." 
— Eric Hayden 
Programming consultant, WXII 
tant for the campus radio station WXII. 
Hayden said WXII often plays singles from 
popular soundtracks, such as Urge Overkills 
cover of Neil Diamond's "Girl, You'll Be A 
Woman Soon" from the "Pulp Fiction" 
soundtrack and Zhane's "Shame" from the 
"Low Down Diny Shame" soundtrack. 
On the consumer side, Hayden said, "With 
a soundtrack, you get a whole group of artists 
with good songs drat save you buying each 
artist's individual CD if it's not any good. 
That's the best advantage of soundtracks." 
Jeff Duncan, owner of Recordsmith, said 
soundtracks are profitable for record labels 
and artists."Soundtracks make money. The 
song's already been recorded and the record 
company can collect publishing rights," 
Duncan said. "It's a small effort for big 
money." 
If there's any doubt soundtracks aren't big 
sellers, just look at this week's Billboard 
charts. 
"The Bodyguard" soundtrack 'tis been on 
the charts for 112 weeks. Movies that were 
released some time ago still have soundtracks 
on the charts. 
The 70's songs from "Dazed and 
Confused," the heavy sounds of Helmet and 
Nine Inch Nails on "The Crow" soundtrack, 
and the sounds of Dick Dale A his Del-Tones 
on the "Pulp Fiction" soundtrack are all rest- 
ing comfortably on the Billboard Top 200 
even though the movies are no longer in 
major theatrical release. 
Aside from reeling in big bucks, sound- 
tracks provide opportunities for record labels 
to give newer artists a push when included on 
soundtracks with already established artists. 
Duncan said Lisa Loeb, with the single 
"Stay" from the "Reality Bites"soundtrack, 
was the prime example of an unknown artist 
reaching platinum status through a sound- 
track. 
"'Clerks', for instance, gives exposure to 
bands that normally wouldn't be heard," said 
Walters. The "Clerks" soundtrack featured 
established bands like Alice in Chains and 
Soul Asylum, and included bands such as 
Seaweed and Subbing Westward which may 
have not been listened to by AIC and Soul 
Asylum fans. 
1994 was a good year for soundtracks. 
With 17 soundtracks currently on Billboard's 
Top 200, it looks like soundtracks will contin- 
ue to do well in 1995. Soundtracks from 
recently released movies like "higher 
Learning" and "Immortal Bclovcc" have 
already entered the charts. 
'■. 
SOUNDTRACKS 
OF1994 
1. The Lion King 
2. The Bodyguard 
3. Forrest Gump 
4. Above The Rim 
5. Reality Bites 
6. The Crow 
7. Sleepless In Seattle . 
8. Philadelphia 
9. Murder Was The 
Case 
10. Pure Country 
Iford Y 
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Affordable Student Rates 
Frequency, Intensity and Time at the YMCA 
Visit the "Y" and pick up your free good 
health 1995 planner. 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
WASH 
• Computerized Maytag Equipment 
• SonnenBraune Tanning Beds 
"We really do want your business!" 
Pink Flamingo 
[Laundry & Tanning Co. 
620 Big Hill Ave 
623-0076 
7:30 a.m. to 10 p.m. Mon.Sat. 
10 a.m. to 10 p.m. Sun. 
(Top Loaders Only) 
Limit one per customer. Not good 
with my other coupon or discount. 
mm Please clip and bring this coupon 
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RECYCLE YOUR PROGRESS 
Eastern easy for Ukrainian student 
By Linda Fincher 
Activities editor 
Forget that the Constitution 
exists, disregard the Declaration of 
Independence, exclude all freedoms 
and welcome to Amelia 
Shimansky's past 
Shimansky, a freshman English 
literature major, lived in Kiev, 
Ukraine, under communist rule until 
its liberation from the former Soviet 
Union in 1991. 
While Americans were quarreling 
over party lines, Ukrainians were 
struggling to live under a govern- 
ment which would not permit oppos- 
ing political parties at all. 
With the recent upset in 
Congress, Americans are in the 
midst of political ringer-pointing 
and attacks, but they may be over- 
looking the greater good of democ- 
racy, Shimansky said. 
"They (U.S. government) are 
doing a great job. There are taxes 
and things, yes, but no one can steal 
your money and 
you know where  
your   taxes   go," 
Shimansky said. 
The economy 
in Ukraine was 
based on a barter- 
ing type system 
between the vari- 
ous common- ^m^^^^^^m 
wealths of the Soviet Union. With 
liberation. Ukraine was excluded 
from this system, so inflation rose 
some 300 percent, with the value of 
the American dollar becoming enor- 
mous. 
"It (the economy) was a big mess. 
With $1 you could eat dinner, go to 
a movie and have money left to get 
ice cream," Shimansky said. 
Though this value is beneficial 
for Americans, for the Ukrainians, 
the cost of goods which now must be 
imported is outrageous. 
"I have a friend who has a baby. 
She gets SI a month welfare from 
the  government,  but milk costs 
$1 JO." said Shimansky. 
Even after the liberation, 
Ukrainians are unable to indulge in 
the freedoms they now posses due to 
tradition and fear. 
"People are suspicious of free- 
dom. They can't trust the govern- 
ment, because they are scared that 
they could talk freely one day and 
then be jailed the next. It will take a 
couple of generations before people 
cap change the way they live," 
Shimansky said. 
She said the lack of governmental 
trust is due, in part, to the propagan- 
da regarding the living conditions in 
the United Stales during the Cold 
War. 
"We were told the United States 
was very poor, people lived in card- 
board boxes and it was dark and 
rainy all the time. But then people 
went abroad to the United States and 
came home saying it was a fairy tale 
land, so the government changed 
and said all Americans were lazy 
millionaires who exploited every- 
one," 
^~ Shimansky 
said. 
She feels that 
neither descrip- 
tion holds true, 
but does con- 
tend that 
Americans are 
^^™"™^^^^™  spoiled by their 
freedom    to    the 
point that they are not thankful for 
their luxuries. 
'They have so much freedom they 
go crazy. Teenagers, especially, 
because they have more important 
things to think about, like what they 
are going to wear tomorrow," 
Shimansky said 
Shimansky is in the Honors 
Program and finds her courses simple 
in comparison with their Ukrainian 
counterparts. 
"In the Ukraine they have eight 
hours of classes a day with no breaks. 
Then you go home and do about eight 
hours of homework. There, school is 
In the Ukraine, 
teachers don't 
care." 
— Amelia Shimansky 
BREAK 
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FOREIGN EXCHANGE — Amelia Shimansky, from Kiev, 
Ukraine, Is a freshman honor student at Eastern. 
easy. You (Eastern students) only 
have three, maybe four, classes a day 
and the teachers jump around saying 
'Please read this, please do this, its 
really important'. In the Ukraine, 
teachers don't care," Shimansky said 
School may be very accessible, 
but socially Shimansky has encoun- 
tered discrimination based on her 
homeland's past affiliation with 
Russia. 
"People will talk to me and say 
'Ukraine, that's sounds pretty' then 
they ask were it is and I say, 'In the 
former Soviet Union,' and Ihey very 
politely nod and stop talking," 
Shimansky said. 
With Russia's current war in 
Chessena, Shimansky is thankful that 
Ukraine's liberation was diplomatic, 
but is disappointed with Russia's 
actions. 
"All the world is asking for an 
explanation because they aren't sup- 
posed to rule with armies anymore," 
Shimansky said 
■-    *E~ 
SOUTH PADRE ISLAND 
PANAMA CITY BEACH 
DAYTONA BEACH 
KEY WEST 
STEAMBOAT 
VAIL/BEAVER CREEK 
■ PER PERSON DEPENDING ON DESTINATION / BREAK DATES / LENGTH OF STAY 
*-800-SUNCUAS« 
TOLL mm INFORMATION & MFS*l?VATIoNS 
__ ■n  i 
Win A Free Z7" Color Stereo Television 
Register Today < 
12 pack, 12 oz. cans, Pepsi Cola and 
Pepsi Products 
P $2.6£ 
Limit 4 with additional $10.00 purchase 
6 oz. All Varieties, Breyers 
Mix N' Crunch 
Yogurt 2 for 
$19° 
Drawing to be held, Saturday, January 88,1995 
9 oz. Bag, Tostitos 
Tortilla Chips 
2 for 
$3.( 00 
Chilean Seedless 
White Grapes 
20 oz. Box, Kelloggs 
Raisin Bran 
Cereal 
99 $2.' 
Each 
16 oz. Jar, Twin Pack 
Ortega Salsa 
Buy One Get One 
FREE 
Pack 
32 oz. Jar, Welch's 
Grape Jelly or 
Jam 
12 oz. Individually wrapped, Borden's 
American Cheese 
slices 2 for 
$3°° 
18 oz. Jar, Creamy or Crunchy Peter Pan 
Peanut Butter 
per lb. 
3 oz-. Regular, Low Fat, Beef or Chicken 
Campbell's 
Ramen Noodles 
6 for 
$1.00 
990 
Each 
10 oz. Chicken Noodle, Bean w/ Bacon 
Veg. Beef. Campbell's 
Microwave Cups 
$v. 49 
Each 
790 
I" 1 
I Super 1 Foods Coupon | 
j   Video Rental | 
490    i I 
I ' I 
With this coupon   Regular price 89c 
Limit 1 tape New Releases SI .49 
Expires Jan 31,1995 
3 e 
Super 1 Foods 
McDonakte 
Eastern ByPaw 
Super jflF •    •    • ® s VJSA 
Open 24 Hours Everyday 449 Eastern ByPass, Richmond Ky 
MastetCard 
Gladly Accept EKU Student Check; with ID./We Welcome USDA Food Stamps and WIC 
We Proudly Accept Visa, Mastercard Discover and Debit Cards 
Prices effective January 18 - January 24,1995 
We Now 
Accept 
Debit Cards 
ACTIVITIES Thursday. January 19. 1995 Linda Fincher, Activities editor 
King's dream offers hope for racial harmony 
By Linda Fincher 
Activities editor f 
The scene is that of Martin 
Luther King Jr.'s dream. Persons of 
every color and denomination join 
hands and begin to sing in one 
voice, but instead of rendering 
"Free at last." the congregation 
longs for the day when "We Shall 
Overcome." 
Monday night at the Meditation 
Chapel, Rev. Robert Blythe, 
Richmond chapter president of the 
NAACP. pastor of First Baptist 
Church and assistant math professor 
at the university, presented a com- 
memorative service in honor of King 
entitled "Can We All Get Along?" 
Rev. Blythe focused on the future 
of the civil rights movement in the 
United Stales based on the fundamen- 
tal question of whether racial harmo- 
ny was even possible due to ingrained 
prejudice throughout h> story. 
"It's not a thing of the 90s, it's 
not a thing of the 20th century. Man 
has been transgressing since the 
Garden of Eden. Can we all get 
along? Well, first we have to ask. D 
we want to? '" Blythe said. 
He also said hostility among 
races is not limited to America's 
_     „ Proaraas/STACY BATTLES 
FOLLOWING THE DREAM — Rev. Robert Blythe contends the solution to discrimination must 
come at a social level. "You cannot legislate morality. You can govern overt actions, but you can- 
not control subtleties or Intimidation,'' he said In s speech at the Meditation Chapel Monday night. 
Coffeehouse perks up Thursday nights 
■ Newman Center 
gives students a 
break from downtown 
By Linda Fincher 
Activities Editor 
Colonel's 
Coffeehouse 
Jennifer Rose, a folk 
guitarist from Berea 
Time: 9:30 to midnight 
tonight 
Place: Catholic 
Newman Center 
Cost: free 
Since the opening of the Colonel's 
Coffeehouse late last semester, students 
have another alternative to the Thursday 
night downtown scene. 
The Coffeehouse,-open 9:30 to midnight, 
is a monthly event held in the basement of  ^^_^^__________ 
the Catholic Newman Center designed to offer another option outside of the 
traditional downtown Thursday nights at Eastern. 
"The main aim is to provide an alternative to those students who don't 
choose to go downtown. This is something else to do. Someplace they 
can go to talk and be with people," said Sister Eileen Golby of the 
Center. 
The Colonel's Coffeehouse offers flavored coffees and various desserts 
for SO cents in a setting of candlelight and musk. Diverse forms of enter- 
tainment are featured monthly. 
Tonight's featured guest will be folk 
guitarist and singer Jennifer Rose of 
Berea. Rose, a 1992 graduate of Berea 
College, has recorded several albums fea- 
turing everything from hymns of 
Appalachia to traditional Irish ballads. She 
has also traveled internationally with the 
Berea College Country Dancers, a group 
focused on the preservation of the folk 
dancing heritage of the Southern 
Highlands. 
Though the Coffeehouse is sponsored 
by the Wesley Foundation, Episcopal 
 Canterbury   Fellowship,   Lutheran 
~~~~~* ~~~'~™~ Student Group, Chi Alpha, Intervarsity, 
Catholic Newman Center and the Baptist Student Union, it does not 
entail a religious d)tfme. 
"There is no son of service held, and the entertainment does not 
have to be Christian, but it will be clean," said Sister Golby. 
The Coffeehouse is looking for voluntary entertainment for the rest of 
the semester. All those interested should contact Sister Golby at 623-9400 
or Rev. Phillip Haug at 623-1226. 
.   Dates of the Colonel's Coffeehouse for the remainder of the semester are 
Feb. 9, March 9, April 6, and April 27. 
NOW OPEN !!! 
TAN SHOPPE 
New Beds • Clean 
Friendly 
FREE ($3.00 value) 
Tanning Visit 
or 
Four (4) FREE visits 
($12.00 value) 
with Four (4) at rcg. price 
1 coupon per customer 
offer expires 1-31-95 
HM        __        ——        aw        __■        _— 
623-5014 
Vj EKU ByPass 
Close to Super 1 
Inside Mother's Laundry 
COLLEGE STUDENTS 
Are you tired of 
$5 per hr. jobs? 
Bartenders earn an average ol 
$7 $15 per hr! (salary + tips) 
You have already invested 
$ 1000 s in yourself for 
FUTURE earnings, 
now invest 100's for 
IMMEDIATE earnings! 
LEXINGTON 
BARTENDING SCHOOL 
• short 40 hour course 
• day and evening classes 
• placement (82% success) 
CALL NOW! 
269-6060 
^—    Plan a fu 
ALLIED HEALTH 
PROFESSIONALS 
ture that s.oars. 
Take your science-related degree 
into the Air Force, and become an 
officer in the Biomedical Sciences 
Corps. You'll learn more, you'll grow 
faster-you'll work with other dedi- 
cated professionals In a quality envi- 
ronment where your contributions 
are needed. 
In short, you'll gain more of every- 
thing that matters most to you. You 
and the Air Force. Launch now-call 
USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS 
TOLL FREE 
1-800-423-USAF 
.    ■ 
SOBCF 
current racial crisis and whether it 
can be obliterated is uncertain. 
"There is an African proverb that 
states, 'There is no medicine for 
hatred.' It's not just a United States 
thing, hatred is not a local thing, it 
is universal. If we are going to con- 
sider the possibility of gelling 
along, I guess we have to look 
beyond 'us,'" Rev. Blythe said. 
Blythe contended that the first 
step in overcoming racism is to real- 
ize the interrelaiedness of man. 
"If we are to get along, we have 
to realize we live in a world com- 
munity. Either we will all get along 
on this earth, or we all perish. None 
of us is free until we are at! free," 
Rev. Blythe said. 
Rev. Blythe believes all races 
can come together because in many 
instances, they already do. 
"I believe in some ways we gel 
along every day, but we have 10 try 
harder. If we want to get along, we 
must all find something in common 
thai benefits all," Rev. Blythe said. 
The source of strength to resolu- 
tion of current conflict may not be 
external, but rather an inner force. 
Rev. Blythe said. 
"Folks in and of themselves 
don't seek the right thing to do. 
"Just like It 
drives some 
people to 
hate, some- 
thing must 
drive us to 
come together:" 
— Robert Blythe 
There must be something driving us 
on the inside. Just like it drives 
some people to hate, something 
must drive us to come together," 
Rev. Blythe said. 
He said the burden of reaching 
racial harmony should not rest sole- 
ly on the shoulders of the minority 
community. 
Sandra Moore, director of 
Multicultural Student Services, said, 
"We all make a contribution to make 
this world a better place to live in no 
matter what race you are. 
"We can keep the dream alive by 
living the dream." 
RHA.UPCOMING PROGRAMS 
Saturday, Jan. 21: Unlimited Bowling and 
Pool at the Powell Student Center, mid- 
night to 2:30 a.m. $1 admission 
Tuesday, Jan 31: Bridal Show in the 
Gifford Theatre, 7 p.m. 
Madison County 
Crisis 
Pregnancy Center 
There's hope because 
there's help. 
624-3942 
If no answer, call 
1-800-822-5824 
Regular Hours 
Tuesday and Wednesday 9 a.m. 
until 4 p.m. 
and Tuesday Evening by 
Appointment. 
316 Geri Lane Richmond, KY 40475 
Get into the swing of 
things, read 
THE EASTERN 
PROGRESS. 
progress@acs.eku.edu, 
You can now find out about 
THE EASTERN PROGRESS by way 
of the Information Superhighway. 
To do this, you must have an account 
with Academic Computing and be able to 
access the university Vax system. Once you 
are on the Vax, go to Gopher and choose #5; 
Campus Events and News, then #2; 
THE EASTERN PROGRESS. We can 
also be reached by e-mail by mailing to 
progress@acs.eku.edu. Mail us your 
questions, story ideas, or input 
If you have any questions, contact 
Rob Hicks at 622-1881. 
THE EASTERN PROGRESS 
117 Donovan Annex 
Welcome back, students 
Please watch 
THE EASTERN PROGRESS 
in the future for flower 
specials, and don't 
forget your sweetheart 
on Valentine's Day. 
20% off 
! Purchase 
|of any 
fresh 
•flowers. 
Exp. 
1 /25/95 cash&"carry 
Village Florist 
125 S. Third St. 
623-0340 
Richmond's Oldest 
('Smtputer Store 
NNOVELL A leading Edge Authorized Dealer Service Center 
Call "^C Systems for your networking solutions. 
We Have Seen The Future, And It Worker 
AH prices arc subject lo 
crtanae. avaiaBbabfy and 
app*.ebk atak aeses tax 
PC Systems is on the Move! 
Soon we will be moving to a larger facility to better serveour customers 
Our phone numbers will remain the same, only the address will change 
Watch for grand reopening announcements coming soon. 
Over 10 Years 
I minded an   1**4   Pi' Systems hat grown 
from • anal mail order operation lo a 
national distributor with retail atotts    A 
fundamental philosophy at PC Systems 
ha. always bean *at not only should a 
cusloreet act what they paid for. but 
ahould also be aaaured of the long tana 
value and semceabaity of that equipment 
a PC Systems of Kentucky 638 E   Hy-Pus • Richmond. KY • 800-640-5013 or 606-624-3000    Houn:9-6 M-F. 10-4 Si 
( t 
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Mary Ann Lawrence, Sports editor SPORTS 
BRIEFS 
Clay transfers to 
Campbellsville 
; Colonel running back Eric Clay 
tiaiisfcrcd to Campbellsville 
College this semester after being 
ftmnd academically ineligible. 
! The sophomore from Clark 
County was rcd-shirted his first sea- 
-»>n ami then was academically inel- 
igible. 
! In his first eligible season. Clay 
rjishcd for 933 yards and had nine 
touchdown runs. 
i 
Volleyball loses pro- 
gram director 
•  Kelly Lewis has decided to move 
Qn to greener pastures at Northern 
Arizona, where 
she will 
become assis- 
tant volleyball 
coach. 
Lewis 
volunteered 
last season to 
Lewis telp out in the 
volleyball 
office and quickly moved up to pro- 
tyam director. 
Track team fares well 
at invitational 
In a meet Saturday at the 
University of Cincinnati. Eastern's 
men's and women's track teams fin- 
ished fourth and second, respective- 
ly- 
Several Colonels enjoyed first- 
place individual finishes including 
Mike Henderson in the 800-meter 
run, Bryan Lucas in 1000-meter run, 
Jcomfer Thomas in 55-meter sprint, 
Jamie King in the mile run and 
Ftyiria Hawkins in the 200-meter 
run. 
In addition, the men's relay team 
captured top honors in the 4 x 400- 
meter relay. Powering the relay 
squad to its victory were Lucas, 
Rdi)ney Davis, Leon Pullen and 
/Aiold Payne. 
inman becomes 
Winningest coach 
;The Lady Colonel win against 
Apsun Peay Sunday was made just a 
hole bit sweet- 
er as head 
coach Larry 
Joe Inman 
became the 
winningest 
women's 
coach ever at 
Eastern. 
"This 
weekend was so gratifying," Inman 
said. "This learn plays hard against 
tht odds, and I'm just a small part of 
dpt" 
' In seven years at Eastern, Inman 
hfc accumulated 97 wins and has 
td&cn his Lady Colonel team to four 
cdhsccuuve ONfC tournaments. ■ 
Johnson! Mays climb 
a)l-time scorers lists 
t Senior^ Arlando Johnson and 
KJm  Mays    continue to rise on 
Eastern's   all- 
lime    scorers 
lists. 
Johnson 
moved to 
eighth     place 
Monday night, 
as he scored 23 
Johnson  P°'n« for the 
Colonels,  bring- 
ing his total to 1363. 
• Mays moved into eighth place 
Sunday night when she scored 27 
points, bringing her total to 1,210. 
Inman 
Progress/MICHAEL AUSMUS 
CELEBRATE — Tns Lady Colonels began s winning weekend, downing defending OVC champs Tennessee State and capped It off 
with a 74-68 win over Austin Peay, making head coach Larry Inman the program's all-time winningest coach. 
^  WINNERS 
Inman, women 'refuse to quit' 
By Tim Mollette 
Assistant sports editor 
The Lady Colonels will be riding 
a momentum wave into a Tennessee 
road trip Jan. 21-23. 
Before plans could be made for 
Middle Tennessee and Tennessee 
lech, however, head coach Larry 
Inman had to take care of one last 
piece of business. 
Inman, by guiding his squad to a 
74-69 home win over Austin Peay, 
notched win number 97 at the helm 
of the Lady Colonels to become the 
program's all-time winningest 
coach, surpassing Dianne Murphy. 
"The win record is just like 
Maisha Thomas or Stephany Davis 
playing a great defensive game, Kim 
Mays playing a great offensive game 
or Samantha Young being a good 
outside shooter," Inman commented 
on his recent milestone. "I'm just a 
small part that makes up the entire 
total effort" 
Included in those first 97 wins is 
a 10-3 overall mark and an OVC 
record of 5-0 thus far this season— 
two feats that can be directly attrib- 
uted to the character of the Lady 
Colonels, according to Inman. 
'This team just refuses to quit," 
Inman said. "They seem to always 
find a way, regardless of being out- 
sized or playing against a little better 
athletes at times. They have overcome 
so many adversities, so to be where 
we are right now is so gratifying." 
Having an unblemished early 
conference record, however, simply 
means there is hard work ahead. 
"It's only a start and we want to 
be able to finish like we started," 
Inman said. 
The 74-69 Austin Peay win, which 
avenged Eastern's first round Ohio 
Valley tournament loss last season to 
the Lady Governors, capped off a 
two-day period which also included a 
win over defending OVC champs, 
Tennessee State 75-74 in overtime. 
The two contests were highlight- 
ed by senior guard Kim Mays pour- 
ing in 27 points against Austin Peay 
and 28 against Tennessee State. 
Rebounding chores were handled 
by senior guard Maisha Thomas- 
Blanton, who grabbed 11 boards 
against APSU, and freshman for- 
ward Laphelia Doss, who snared 18 
against TSU. 
'It was a really tremendous week- 
end for us," Inman staled. "It was a lot 
like sweet revenge for us. This team 
plays until they can't play anymore. 
This weekend they realty exemplified 
the fact that hard work will get you 
ahead in sports and in life." 
With the upcoming Tennessee 
road swing, a key for continued con- 
ference success will be maintaining a 
high level of defensive intensity and 
strong board work, especially from 
Thomas-B Ian ton and Doss. 
"Our defense has been key for us 
so far and it has been a deciding fac- 
tor in several games," commented 
Inman. "We have two real workhors- 
es on the boards in Thomas and 
Doss." 
The Middle Tennessee and 
Tennessee Tech road games always 
mean a battle. 
"These two teams have a lot of 
tradition and they expect to win," 
Inman said. "Now we are at the point 
where we expect to win every time 
out, which makes for some exciting 
and competitive games, but being 
from Tennessee I'd love to go down 
there and beat those teams." 
►  LOSERS 
12-game skid not 
getting to players 
By Mary Ann Lawrence 
Sports editor 
When senior guard Marlon 
Stewart hit a quick three-pointer with 
three seconds left in the first half to 
tie Austin Peay Monday night, the 
crowd exploded with the thought of a 
win after a long drought. 
"That's when I really thought we 
were in it," said senior guard Arlando 
Johnson. "I thought we had a chance 
against this team. I could almost taste 
it" 
A fan said, "We got a chance 
against this team. This team's out the 
bottom like we are." 
Out the bottom? If anyone knows 
how it feels to fall out the bottom, the 
Colonels do. With 1:04 left on the 
clock. Colonels up by two, 
DeMarkus Doss missed an easy lay- 
up, the Govs look the ball down the 
court and somehow the Colonels 
kept them from scoring. 
Aaron Cecil, the freshman walk- 
on-turned-scholarship forward, 
retrieved a loose ball and tried to 
pass it to Arlando Johnson to lake 
down the floor. The ball was stolen 
and the Govs made an easy lay-up to 
turn the momentum in their favor. 
They went on to win 67-63. 
"Ultimately, those two posses- 
sions will burn in my head," said 
head coach Mike Calhoun. "Therein 
lies the story." 
Calhoun was emotional after the 
game when his two daughters 
hugged him and told him they loved 
him. The 12-game losing streak is 
taking its loll. 
"It's in my head," he said. "It's 
not in theirs (the learn). It's not 
something we've ever talked about. 
It's more in everybody else's." 
The Colonels have now tied the 
worst losing streak in Eastern's his- 
tory set in 1988-89, when they went 
7-22. That was Max Good's last sea- 
son at Eastern. 
"We try to play the clock, and 
when you play the clock every pos- 
session becomes monumentally 
important," Calhoun said. They 
play with spirit, but we're limited 
offensively." 
Now, with two road games ahead 
against Middle Tennessee and 
Tennessee Tech, they must worry 
about the confidence level and spirit 
of the learn. 
"Sure, it's going to be hard, it's 
always hard to play on an opposing 
team's court," Johnson said. "But we 
just have to take one game at a time." 
ProgrMa/ MICHAEL AUSMUS 
FRUSTRATION — Colonel coach Mike Calhoun looked on as 
Eastern tost In a hoartbreaker to Tennessee State. The Colonels 
will take on Middle and Tech this weekend. 
a>   WOMEN'S UPDATE 
December 30-31 
(Lady Blazer Invitational) 
Eastern 26 26—52 
Mercer 27 22—49 
3-Paiat Gas** BKU 2-9 (Mays 2-4). Mercer 
1-6 (Brown 1-1). Rebetsaaa: BKU 33 
(Blanlon 9). 43 (Boerna II). Aeaasts: BKU 10 
(BUnion 3). Mercer 13 (Greeham 5). 
Eastern 34 35—69 
UAB 38 39—77 
3-Point Goals: BKU 2-15 (Blame* l-l. 
Young l-«X UAB 5-10 (Wilton 3-5. Daracy 2- 
5). Reboaavda: BKU 54 (Blame 14), UAB 41 
(Morning 11). ASM sir BKU 14 (Mays 5). 
UAB 14 (Small 4). 
January 3 
Eastern 30 35—85 
Morebead 35 36—71 
3-Point Goala: BKU 6-14 (Yarns. 4 8, Pace 1 
1. Maya 1-4). MSU 7-18 (Joptin 2-3. Oibom 
2-5). tiiwaa: BKU 35 (Blanlon 9). MSU 
49 (Mircum 10). Aeaasts: BKU 24 (S. Davii 
6). MSU 14 (Parker 6). 
January 7 
Eastern .41 45—86 
SEMO 46 33—79 
3-Point Gaale: BKU 6-12 (Blanuai 2-2. M.yi 
2-2, Young 2-7). SBMO 7-11 (Meir 3-5. 
Grander**. 2-4. Cate 2-3). Raboaada: BKU 
35 (Don 13). SBMO 40 (Harris 7). Assists: 
BKU 19 (Yount 7). SBMO 19 (Harrii 7). 
Januarys 
Easter*. 36 56—92 
Murray 26 33—59 
3-Polnt FkM Goala: BKU 4-7 (Young 2-3. 
Maya 2-3). MSU 2-7 (Pierceall 2-4). 
Rebounds: EKU 34 (Blanlon 7). MSU 44 
(Heidi 9). Assists: BKU 18 (Mayi 6). MSU 16 
(Gray 4, Pierceall 4). 
*>    MEN'S UPDATE 
December 21 
Eastern 34 43—77 
Western 35 47—82 
3-PMat Goala: BKU 4-12 (Johnaon 2-3. Doai 
1-5, Stewart 1-1). WKU 7-9 (Praliex 5-5. 
Jackaon 4-4. Hall 1-1). Rebouada: BKU 28 
(Fsscher 8). WKU 27 (Jackson 8). Assists: 
BKU 10 (Jonea 3). WKU 20 (Praties. 5). 
December 28-29 
(Hoosier Classic) 
Eastern 22 27—49 
Indiana .44 48—92* 
3-Pctat  Goala:   BKU   3-14  (Woods   2-4, 
Inomai 1-3). IU4-7 (Evans 1-3.Henderson \A 
1. Harmon 1-1, Paul 1-1) Rebouads: EKU 27 
(Fincher 10). IU 39 (Henderson 8). Assists: 
EKU 5 (Johnson 2). IU IS (Hermon 5) 
Eastern 27 28—55 
Pepperdine 26 35—61 
3-Pok.t Goals: BKU 3-10 (Johnson 1-4. 
Thomas 2-4). Pepperdine 2-6 (Msrcacom 1-3, 
Powdl 1-1). Rebouada: EKU 31 (Fincher 10), 
Pepperdine 28 (Marcaccini 7). Assists: EKU 
11 (Stewart 3. Johnson 3), Pepperdine 14 
(Ramirez 6). 
January 2 
Eastern 30 34—64 
Marshall. 5\ 38—89 
3-Pofcat Goals: BKU 4-14 (Johnson 1-3. 
Thomas 3-5). MU 15-28 (Brown 2-3. Moore 
1-5. Raymond 2-3. Scraeppe 4-6. Gray 3-5. 
Gray 1-2, Hi»htower 2-4). Assists: EKU 4 
(Dost 1. Stewart 1. Jones 1. Surer I). MU 16 
(Brown 4). 
January 4 
Eastern 35 31—66 
Morebead .40 36—76 
3-Potat Goals: BKU 5-14 ( Johnson 1-4, 
Woods 1-2, Thomas 2-3. Stewart 1-2). MSU 6- 
20 (Majick 2-6. Kmnaird 2-4. Scroajiam 1-1, 
Cline 1-1). Klhfas: BKU 27 (Doss 10). 
MSU 42 (Boerdky 10). Assists: BKU 14 
(Fincher 4. Dots 4), MSU 16 (Chne 4). 
January 7 
Eastern 25 27—52 
Southeast Missouri 30 29—59 
3-Poaat Goass: BKU 1-17 (Shirer 1-5). SEMO 
5-10 (Morgan 1-1, Johnson 4-5). Rabauada: 
BKU 42   (Janet  9).   SEMO 32  (Morgan  9). 
Assists: BKU 8 (Johnson 5). SEMO 16 
(Trash water 6) 
January 9 
Eastern 28 34—62 
Murray .44 44—88 
3-Poaat Field Goals: BKU 5-20 (Johnson 2-5, 
Dost 1-5. Stewart 2-5). MSU 7-16 (Brown 1- 
1. Martin 1-1, Anderson 1-1, Rainey 3-4. 
Moore 1-6). R.lta nar EKU 31 (Fincher II). 
MSU (Walker 10) Assists: BKU 9 (Johnson 
4). MSU 18 (Moore S> 
Concentration under pressure difficult assignment 
► As I watched the Colonel basketball 
s«tad struggle with the 11 -game losing 
steak that by the end of the evening had 
become a 12-game losing streak, I began to 
Wider what the big deal was. 
? Aaron Cecil, a freshman scholarship 
waft-on, tried desperately to rid himself of 
tBxCbaskctball before he could do anything 
eke to make Coach Calhoun mad. The prcs- 
stjife was unbearable and the atmosphere 
intense. The ball bounced into the defend- 
er'! hand and ... 
t afou could say that the mistake was a 
freshman mistake and the whole thing could 
be "written off, except junior Demarkus 
boss had just put up an off-balance, heavi- 
Mary Ann 
Lawrence 
Stealing Home 
ly-defended lay-up that hadn't a prayer of 
going through the hoop. He had forced a 
shot when the Colonels were up by two and 
had 1:04 left on the clock. 
When the pressure is that great, anyone 
can make a mistake. 
I think concentrating is one of the hard- 
est things to do in-any area of living — be 
it studying, writing, or playing sports — 
and some times the lack of it can make you 
feel like a loser, like nothing is going your 
way and never will. It can negatively affect 
your confidence, making it harder to con- 
centrate in every aspect of your life. 
You know you should be concentrating 
on what's in front of you and you should be 
able to force your mind to cooperate, but 
other things keep pushing into your mind 
and vying for your attention — things that 
maybe could wait fox a while, things that 
aren't really that important 
I mean, really, in 100 years who's going 
to care whether or not the men's basketball 
team wins another game this season. There 
are other things more important than winning. 
When I came to college, my father gave 
me a piece of cardboard with a newspaper 
clipping taped to it. The clipping said, "Do 
not look at disappointments as failures, look 
at them as stepping stones to greatness.'' 
When 1 look at thai cardboard, I can hear 
my dad saying things all good coaches say. 
"You'll get 'em next time.'' "You can do 
anything you set your mind to." "If you 
play hard, every game is a win." 
These things echo in my mind and swim 
around like pac-men, eating away at the 
doubts and the droughts. 
I 
Sometimes we concentrate on the wrong 
things. Small things, that, in the whole 
tapestry of life tend to fade with time, 
become vivid and very important. 
Winning is not everything. In fact, most 
of the time it's not even enough. 
I mean, where were you Sunday morning 
at 12:02 tun.? The fifth-ranked University 
of Kentucky Wildcats were taking a mid- 
night jog because the 10-point win over 
Geargia wasn't enough. 
Sometimes it's more important that you 
were there, taking the chance, risking the 
loss. When you concentrate on that, every 
game is a win. just like all the best coaches 
say. 
\ 
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Stellar season spawns NFL hopes 
By Tim Mollette and Matt 
McCarty 
When the dust settled in the 
Division I-AA play-offs last month, 
Youngstown Stale emerged as cham- 
pions for the second straight season. 
Youngstown captured the champi- 
onship with wins over Boise Stale, in 
the finals, and Montana in the semi- 
finals, but not before getting a scare 
from Eastern Kentucky in the quar- 
terfinals. 
The Colonels traveled to 
Stambaugh Stadium Dec. 3, where 
they lost to the host Penguins 18-15. 
Eastern trailed 11-0 before scor- 
ing two touchdowns, the first on a 
John Sacca run off a double screen 
from Dialleo Burks and the second 
off a Bryan Dickerson pass to make 
it 15-11. 
Youngstown rallied back, howev- 
er, and scored with just over a minute 
to go to advance in the play-offs. 
Eastern ended the season 10-3. 
Since then, senior pro prospect 
Sacca has seen a good bit of action 
and has been ranked in the lop ten on 
scouts' lists of incoming quarter- 
backs. 
On Christmas Day, the Blue-Gray 
Game, which annually highlights 
college football's premier players, 
provided Sacca a chance to display 
his skills for National Football 
League scouts. 
Sacca didn't disappoint, returning 
to his old tricks by rushing for a 
touchdown. 
"It was an excellent experience 
for me." Sacca said. "I had a chance 
to work out Car pro scout* and to 
meet a lot of different players." 
On Feb. 10. Sacca's professional 
exposure will continue as he travels 
to Indianapolis to take part in the 
combines, a gathering for the top col- 
lege prospects to garner another 
glance from pro scouts. 
Sacca, who figures to be selected 
somewhere within the third and fifth 
rounds of the NFL draft, credits his 
senior campaign at Eastern as being 
"a vital part" in continuing his foot- 
ball career. 
Along with Sacca, fullback Bryan 
Dickerson and linebacker Carlos 
Timmons are gaining significant 
attention from pro scouts, including 
the Cleveland Browns who were in 
Richmond Sunday to work out the 
two Colonels. 
Both players have legitimate 
shots at the NFL. according to coach 
RoyKidd. 
They have the right attitude io 
make the adjustments." Kidd stated. 
"Every time you move up a level in 
football, it's a big challenge, so a lot 
will depend on their physical condi- 
tion and health and if they catch on 
with a team that needs their skills." 
Prograas/JIM QUK5GINS 
TOUCHDOWN — Sanlor quarterback and NFL hopeful John 
Sacca pushed a score across In Eastern's 30-23 victory over 
Boston University In the l-AA play-offs. 
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Track begins 
spring season 
By Tim Mollette 
Assistant sports editor 
After nearly a month's layoff, 
the Eastern Kentucky University 
men's and 
women's 
track teams 
now face the 
task of mar- 
s h a 11 i n g 
their ener- 
gies for the 
remainder of the indoor season. 
With several difficult meets 
coming up, the squads are looking 
at the next few weeks as a time to 
regain their form before the Ohio 
Valley Conference championships 
on Feb. 25, according to head 
coach Rick Erdmann. 
"Our goal is to shoot for the 
end of the indoor season and the 
OVC titles," Erdmann staled. "We 
have some who have come back 
from the break in shape and some 
who haven't. The indoor season 
will be used more or less to get in 
shape for the end of the indoor 
season and the outdoor season." 
On Saturday, a meet at the 
University of Kentucky will pro- 
vide a chance for individual suc- 
cesses. 
"We approach it more on an 
individual level," Erdmann com- 
mented. "We have a couple of 
middle- distance runners and relay 
teams that could do well." 
Two sophomores are expected 
to have strong showings in the UK 
meet 
"Brian Lucas and Jaime West 
are two of the individuals who 
came back in good shape and 
should be strong in middle-dis- 
tance," Erdmann said. 
On the women's side, senior 
sprinter Jennifer Thomas has 
come back from the holiday break 
"in the best shape she has ever 
been in" and will be competing in 
the 55-meter sprint Saturday. 
In the 400-meter, juniors Leon 
Pullin and Arnold Payne should be 
in a position to be competitive 
throughout the indoor season, 
according to Erdmann. 
The remainder of the indoor 
schedule will pose some of the 
"highest-level competition in 
track" with the U.S. Air 
Invitational, Mason-Dixon Games 
and        Indiana University 
Invitational scheduled in succes- 
sion, following Saturday's meet 
"The U.S. Air Invitational and 
the Indiana meet will be just as 
much good competition as you 
could want," Erdmann stated. 
"The teams in those meets are 
among the lop anywhere, so the 
next few weeks are going to be a 
real challenge for us leading up to 
the OVC meet at the end of 
February." 
Middle Tenn. 
Tommy Lasorda set to speak 
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Progress staff report 
On Saturday, Feb. 4, Major 
League baseball manager and three- 
time Manager of the Year Tommy 
Lasorda will visit Eastern for the 
Annual Diamond dinner. 
The banquet is given each year by 
the EKU Diamond Boosters, a group 
which supports the Eastern baseball 
team. 
Prior to the banquet, a silent auc- 
tion of autographed baseball memo- 
rabilia will be held. 
The silent auction will begin at 6 
p.m. and dinner will be held at 7 p.m. 
in the Keen Johnson Ballroom. 
Reservations must be received no 
later than Wednesday, Feb. 1. To 
make reservations, call 1-800-262- 
7493 if you are out of the Richmond 
area. If you live in Richmond, call 
(606)622-2122. 
Dinner will cost $25 per person. 
Attention Students 
Now Hiring 
Dairy 
Queen 
We are hiring for all positions at our new location 
on North Keeneland Drive. Apply today! Flexible hours! 
Please apply in person at our new location (across from Frisch's). 
We will be opening soon!! 
, ,,  
12 oz. Blizzard 
only 
890 
Barbecue 
Sandwich 
only 990 
 1 II » 'I 
Hi- 
ll 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
JL, 
21-oz. Soft Drink 
with any sandwich at full price 
o 
« 
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Thought of winning 
excites UK transfer 
By Tim Mollette 
Assistant sports editor 
During the foil sports season, it 
seemed to be the million dollar ques- 
tion. If you traveled in football cir- 
cles, it was bound to pop up. 
The question: Who would come 
out on top in a gridiron run between 
Eastern and the down-and-out 
University of Kentucky Wildcats? 
Enter Daymon Carter, the highly 
touted running back for UK who, in 
the midst of a lack of playing time, 
carried the ball only six times for the 
Wildcats last season. 
Carter will be trading in the "Big 
Blue" for "Big E" next season, trans- 
ferring this semester. Eastern's fall 
sport's most intriguing question 
iould be posed to someone who now 
is gaining experiences from both 
sides of the coin. 
"I don't know if I can answer a 
question like that yet," Carter said 
"I know that since I've been here, all 
I've heard talk about is winning the 
national championship, and that real- 
ly excites me." 
The upcoming task of moving 
smoothly into Eastern's offensive 
scheme should be eased by Carter's 
eligibility for spring practice. 
"The good thing is we will have 
spring practice to get acquainted 
with him and what he can do," Kidd 
said, "but Carter will have to earn his 
spot just like anybody else. 
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Kidd is hopeful that Carter could 
fill a void left by Eric Clay, who 
transferred to Campbellsville after 
becoming academically ineligible. 
"I hope be (Carter) can bring us a 
good carrying tailback," Kidd said. 
"In our offense we have to have a 
back who can get yardage and hope- 
fully Carter will be able to help us 
out." 
While playing junior college ball 
at City College of San Francisco, 
Carter broke all the school's rushing 
records, which were previously held 
by the college's most famous alum- 
ni, OJ. Simpson. 
"Everyone always said I was fol- 
lowing in OJ.'s footsteps," Carter said 
"and, lo me, that would include win- 
ning the Hcisman Trophy like he did" 
Winning college football's high- 
est individual honor is a dream that 
Carter carries with him from UK. 
"The Heisman is still my dream," 
Carter said "I realize it would take a 
lot of hard work, but I am willing to 
put out the effort, and now I've got a 
great offensive line." 
Kidd said Carter's chances of 
winning the Hcisman while at EKU 
were improved by Steve McNair, 
who finished strongly in Heisman 
voting last year, playing at Division 
I-AA Alkom State. 
"I think the player from Alkom 
opened some eyes last year," Kidd 
said. "There are great players at every 
level of football, and the tailback in 
Intramural 
.  Progress/STACY BATTLES 
A NEW LOOK— Daymon Carter, who broke O.J. Simpson's rushing records at City College of 
San Francisco, transfers to Eastern from Kentucky, with Heisman Award hopes still In place. 
our offense should get a lot of carries 
and, if he works, should get some 
good yardage." 
After deciding to leave UK, Carter 
did not consider becoming a Colonel 
an option, but the thought of the 
numerous carries an Eastern tailback- 
could get began to swav his thinking. 
"I was never really thinking of 
coming here," Carter said. "But 
when I thought about their great 
winning coach and the fact that they 
were a running school, it convinced 
me to come here." 
In his short lime at Eastern, 
Carter has already found more than 
just a program steeped in a tradition 
of excellence. 
"I'm happier now. I wasn't too 
happy at Kentucky," Carter said. "I 
know I am going to have to work 
hard, but everyone here is excited 
about winning, and that is what I like 
best about being here." 
Basketball 
highlights 
spring slate 
Progress staff report 
Last night was the first mandatory 
meeting for those who wished lo par- 
ticipate in intra- 
mural basketball. 
The final 
deadline, how- 
ever, for pay- 
ment of the $25 
default fee is 
Friday by 4 p.m. 
The fee is to be 
paid at Billings 
and Collections in the Jones Building 
and the receipt is to be turned into 
intramurals. 
"We're hoping to have about SO 
teams this year," said program direc- 
tor, Heidi Knapp. "Last year we had 
60 teams." 
Last night was the only meeting 
for the team basketball and if you 
missed it, there is no longer a late 
league to join. 
"They had a meeting and decided 
not to do a late league this semester," 
Knapp said 
There will, however, be a doubles 
racquetball tournament toward the 
end of January. 
The sign-up deadline for that tour- 
nament is Wednesday, January 25 
and a playing schedule will be posted 
Friday. January 27. 
For more information ca!11244. 
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\ winter, you're tired of Hearing wet tennis shoes and parkas ... you've gotten a few trucks for Christmas, and you're daydreaming afoot 
ind crashing surf, or powder snow on Suni ■ jpcs (the only place snowreaWy belongs1.). FORECAST: hot days and hotter nights ahead' I JO for Spring prrat '9S, and now ■' 
tClVr YOUfiSaTLF AMD SaYVaT with Sunchase. Offering IV most popular collegiate beach and ski destinations for fourteen years    with guaranteed I rip package pricing, the chci • ad Trip with SuncKt- 
The car won't take long to load. The tunes, coolers, extra pilh<> ■ '■ cards and road food, forget those regimented school bus trips with overflowing restrooms and meal stops when •■■• driver \e\   ■ inorj 
^ate as romantic as taking someone you meet on the beach or slope: back to the bus for a special evertngl I. ROAD Tfilf.  t'»» Spring Break trad: I' the fun ■ ■ and you1 save big bucks tswe 
Who knows, you might t? ■ hvfad,     I I great time, youll want to stay a few extra day? after rh«w bw—■ left! **V^  (BQTTA |>f"   TUFfiEs" 
£l     Wo HoBeBY D»BS SPRING BREAK BBf*»R! 
^::fg«,   SOUTH  PADRE ISLAND    *g7 
.tWO***0" 
..OUTHN**- 
I • 
^j^ *«o*; 
",OUT?^»«7 
ifVll* 
ioOTH p*.W«l 
!*°i,B*VlNN. 
U^»UCH 
No doubt about«... Sooth l>dre Island. Texas, la the coileglen'e #1 epring break aeatina^ I       :"" ■' -. you're assured of the boat Pre ak at the beat pnce w*i>le staying at the bast Island loci: ■ -    "Ya GOTTa B* TUfM 
Mx,. ,. . ,. , rt. we've d    :    ,-..• ridging wace available for 1995. This collegiate playgn^^ 
that you'll want to stay a full wee*. But if time and finances iust don't verm'.. c -insider a five night stay or a Taste of Padre' lor |u»t two nights' 
I m tropical Gulf of Mexico waters and Wide clean beaches on one side and the Laguna Madre Bay with letskiing. bungee lumping, r.irasailing and sunsets beyond comparison on the other. along with endless restaurants, clubs and shoos no and down the "strip," 
South Padre's going to be .your choice for '961 And don't forget thai -ihtclubs. is only 30 mk 
WHERE YOU'LL BE STAYING: Onlv Sunchase offers collegians the widest selection of lodging complexes. Select from the 15 acre on beach tropical <an I    Wed Bahla Mar Resort Hotel. Suites & Condomlniuma; bayside Landfall Towar Condominiums;  - beach Padre South Resort Condominiums; 
■ tea ■   ■: ~iite accommodations at the Radlaeon Raaort Hotel & Condomlniuma; Island south end on beach and totally ram  "   ' Holiday Inn Sunsprae Raaort Hotel; island south end behind the Holiday Inn and closest complex to Charlie's Paradise Bar \ 
GuhViaw Condomlniuma. Or aelect economy accommodations in Brownsville, and only 10 minutes from Mexico, at the Howard Johnson Metal. 'Vase see WHAT EACH COMPLEX HAS chart'on reverse side for complete lodging descriptions. 
YOUR SOUTH PADRE ISLAND COLLEGIATE SPRING BEACH BREAK INCLUDES: • Hotel. Suite or condominium lodging for five, seven or twl • yayside welcome party exclusively for Sunchasers hosted b, AmberjacVa Bayalde Bar & Grill Mtl   rang meffl "V beverages 
• a FREE mid-wee* party exclusively for Sunchasers at Charlie's FVadlee Bar & Country Ckib. the largest spring break c'u: on the planet, with all you can eat pizza and 604 draws • FREE daily contests and tournaments at the Holiday inn bunspree . 
Sheraton Fiesta Resort and Radisson Resort beach front • FREE breakfast  • FPFE bayside watersports • All taxes for trip package inclusions. 
OPTIONAL ITEMS: • • i-is to Harlmgen. Brownsville or McAllen. Texas' Round trip airport to resist- tion ste shuttle • Rental cars or vans • Mexico border shuttles • Trip cancellation and interruption insurance 
RESERVATION PROCEDURES: Please se^guaranteed beach break pricing chart on reverse side. *- ret your trip dates and follow the three easy steps - but don t delay as space is limitedl 
PANAMA CITY BEACH 
The World* Moat Beautiful Beache*'... emerald green water... sugar white tend. And the fastest growing spnng break destination on eertHlt't Han tan And it's close -- being located in the panhandle of Florida, ftnama City Beach  m jfl <'d collegians an extra day on the beach due tc 
.,.,,,..,.,.,,  rig, letsHng. »lnd ' ,inama City Beach truly has something for everyonr  "Y* GOTTA B« TWITEF"" 
And when the sun does down, the liflhts and sounds of the area's hottest Clubs crank up. Shartys. Brtakj I Ma, Pineapple Willie's and Spinnaker, to name a few. aril keep collegians rockin" day and ma,hti 
WHERE YOU'LL BE STAYING: Sunchase offers colleaians three of the most popular beach front loddina, com,J-■ | Holiday Inn Suneprae Raaort wr --.'-, ■    -~    ~-- *f. a full-sized refnaeratorwit' •   additional t • I 
,nd.. IN i.i resort have a balcony facina. the Gulf, or the Ramada mn Baach Rwort complete with two r»ois where all roon-» also law th< C^K with private balconies plus a Health Club 
Ramada Inn where • - available as well. Located between the Ramada and Days Inn is a spectacular waterfall pool hia,hliahtina .i erupting volcanol These two extremely popular hotels will also be the site of many collegiate oriented month long beach at I 
Please see WHAT EACH COMPLEX HAS chart on re. —* side for complete lodging descriptions 
YOUR PANAMA CITY BEACH COLLEGIATE SrRING BEACH BREAK INCIUPES: • HoM or dKhwette odging for five or seven nights • FREE welcome party • All tWs for tnp package inclusions. 
OPTIONAL ITEMS: • Pound trip airline tickets • Round trip airport to lodging comple- buttles • Rental cars or vans • Trip cancellation and interruption insurance. 
RESERVATION PROCEDURES: Please see guaranteed beach break pricing chart on ■■ t *t your tnp dates and follow the three easy steps  - but don't delay as space is limited' 
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t>AVTONA BEACH 
"***«».u 
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I 
This isn't your father'* spring break anymore! New hotels, more restaurants, more clubs -■ more hjn than ever beioi   .Varm sand and surf. 23 miles of wide, clean reaches and a room with a vew    a view y tne *tiantn OCaji 
If you'v- beer !. Daytona Beach. Florida before, you already know what you're going to be coming back for in '96. If you've yet:  expenence where "spring bnrak" originated ... you're m for the time of your iifel "V* GOTTi B* TlteBf!" 
: m mind that just an hour's drive west, collegian., Ml find me Wan Dhwey World Resort including Epcot '9b. The Magic I MGM Studios Theme Park. Pleasure Island and Typhoon Lagoon. And don't forget Universal Studios and Wet 'n Wild. Or how about 
an hour's drive «)uth to Cape Canaveral and Kennedy Space Center? In other words, after you've spent three days in the Florida sun. »n.. Ihe tan is more red than brown. take>'day off and head for the sights (there's always something to do in and nearby Daytona). 
WHERE YOU'LL BE STAYING: Select from guality hotel with optional kitchenette accommodations at one of these beach front complexes: The Raaf Hotel complete with two pools located at 936 South Atlantic Avenue: the recently remodeled Ramada Ltd. which Inclu h    I 
FREE daily continental breakfast located at 1000 North Atlantic Avenue; :hr Ocean Sand* Hotel with indoor and outdoor -jiols located at 1024 North Atlantic Avenue or the Ramada Inn-Surfaida located at 3125 South Atlantic Avenue. 
-     Please see WHAT EACH COMPLEX HAS chart on re.   ?e side lor complete lodging descriptions. 
YOUR DAYTONA BEACH COLLEGIATE SPRING BEACH BREAK INCLUDES: • Motel or kitchenette lodging for five or seven nights • FREE welcome party with beverages • All taxes for trip package inclusions. 
OPTIONAL ITEMS: • Round tnp airline tickets • Round trip airport to registration site shuttle • Rental cars or vans • Tnp cancellation and interruption insurance. 
RESERVATION PROCEDURES: Please see guaranteed beach break pricing chart on reverse side, sr XX your tnp dates and follow the three easy steps    but don't delay as space is limitedl ^^ 
KEY WEST 
*«-i y 
H It's time for a change... than Key West ie for you/ You say that you're longing for something a bit different, want to go south [and thi- ■ as far south as anyone can drive while still staying in the USA), like the beach scene, but want more than iust sand and I 
ihrrr s.mpry isn't anyplace rise like Kay Waat. Florida. It's only 1-1/2 mile6 wide by 4 miles long with more character and hi-: cry per sguare mile than most any other city in the world. Part the car - rent a moped, have the time of your MM 
And iust wait until sunset when this little Island of 24,00. nicknamed the Conch Republic, really comes alive. Hundreds of oper .. and nightclubs along Duval Street gear up for all night partying and craziness. And party youll do. as everything you've heard 
about Key West is true - and you can do it all, or do not* in at all. "Vi GOTTa B* TNaT&*!n 
WHERE YOU'LL BE STAYING: Select hotel accommodations from the Key Wester Raaort Inn complete with Olympic Pool located a, iss from the Atlantic Ocean, or the Hampton Inn with FREE daily continental breakfast and where their pool never closes! 
Both complexes are within walking distance of clubs, restaurants, and water sports. Please srr WHAT EACH COMPLEX HAS chart on reverse side for complete lodging descriptions. 
YOUR KEY WEST COLLEGIATE SPRING BEACH BREAK INCLUDES: • Hole -edging for five or seven nights • All taxes for package inclusions. 
OPTIONAL ITEMS: • Kound tnp airline tickets • Round trip airport to registration sif buttle • Rental cars or vans • Trip cancellation and interruption insurance. 
RESERVATION PROCEDURES: Please see guaranteed beach break pricing chart on reverse side, se *;t your trip dates and follow the three easy steps  - but don't delay as space is limitedl       
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hmk you might get a little bored laying around on a beach for a week - especially if it rains? Consider a spring ski break to College Ski Town USA    Sfamboat, Cotonadof And there's no one better to ski break with than Sunchase. Steamboat's /I ski tour operator for four consecutive years 
And that means the best pnees. best lodging selection, best mountain barbecue and your beat ski break everi \nd this year, select from a five night, seven night or Taste of Steamboat' two night weekend stay. 
But you've never been skiing -- Sunchase will teach you FREE (simply take your Included four or more day lift ticket to the Ski Schrx and get a FREE all day Never-Ever beginner lesson)! Think it's too cold (In March, shorts and T-shirt* are pretty common 
on the sun drenched slopes). Think you won't get a tan (you're at 10.000 feet, bring an extra fettle of lotion. \a.'rr in for a surprise - and that sun reflects a lot more off powder white snow than a beach towel). 
Located ju6t a 3-1/2 hour dnve northwest of Denver is one of the nation's premier destination ski resorts ■  Steamboat. Hot tubb -.• under the stars. 2500 skiaWe acres served by 21 lifts including the Silver Pullet 8-passenger gondola and 106 trails. 
Combine these facts with the genuine western hospitality only Steamboat car offer, and the choice is clear. **Vdl GOTTA BaT TNaTfivf 
WHERE YOU'LL BE STAYING: Select from deluxe hotel lodging at the Overtook Lodge, fully eguipped condominium with kitchen I dging at Shadow Run. cr ski to/from, ski in/out fully eguipped condominium with kitchen lodging at Storm Meadow*. 
Please see WHAT EACH COMPLEX HAS chart on reverse side for complete lodging descriptions 
YOUR STEAMBOAT COLLEGIATE SPRING SKI BREAK INCLUDES: • Five, seven or two nights hotel or condominium loj»ng • Four, five or two full day lift ticket • FREE all day beginner Never-Ever lesson (for 5 4 7 night stays) 
• FREE mid-mountam chicken barbecue • Steamboat wide disco.--. ;oupon book • All taxes for tnp package inclusions. 
OPTIONAL ITEMS: • Additional full day kft ticket as an add-on to your included 4.5 or 2 day package ticket »30.00 if pre-purchased ix time of your trip package final payment (window rate *42.00). • Full eguipment rental package including skis, poles, boots, 
.dental damage/breakage insurance and sales tax V2O0 per day' Snowboard and boots rental package *19.00 per day' Round tnp a^ine tickets • Rental cars/vans or round trip airport/lodging check-in site shuttles • Trip cancellation and interruption insurance. 
RESERVATION PROCEDURES: Please see guaranteed ski break pricing chart on reverse side, eetat your tnp dates and follow the three easy steps - but don't delay as space is iim.v i  
VAIL/BEAVER CREEK    $V76 
COLORADO a£+   m 
AMERICA'S LARGEST SKI AREA hail new meaning for 1995 wrth the additioa to VW and Beaver Craak of nMrfe] Arrowhead Mountain. There i now a cabined total of 5306 acres of skiable terrain. 37 Irfte and 196 named trails plus the advanced skier Back BoMs at Vail with Z734 acres of 
wide-open skiing terrain. There's enough skiing between these three Colorado ski areas to keep collegiate spnng break skiers busy for a month, let alo-e for five or seven nights, and It's all located an easy 100 miles west of Denver! And in celebration of the addition of Arrowhead Mountain, 
Sunchase, through an exclusive arrangement with Vail Associates, is including an extna FREE 1/2 day lift ticket for all collegians, valid your first day of skiing and good at any of the three mountains (*39.00 value)! 
» you haven't skied the Nation's #1 ski resort (as rated by SKI Magazine), there simply isn't going to be a betur time, or for a better price, than mis spring break. And be sure to leave some time to explore all the European flavored night life aftera TjjnJ .lay's wort" on those slopes. 
There's countless shops, restaurants and pubs located m the base village of Vail -• with many of the "happy hours" being served outside in the warm spring sun at 10500 feet. Now this is living. "Y* GOTf* B* TllaTBiT" 
WHERE YOU'LL BE STAYING: Select from deluxe hotel accommodations at the Comfort Inn or fuHy eguipped condominium with kitchen lodg -g at Baavar Craak Waat Both complexes are looted m the Town of Avon, near the entrance to the Beaver Creek ski area, and are 
served by free ski shuttles to the Beaver Creek base. Please see WHAT E ACH C IMPLEX HAS chart on reverse side for complete lodging descnpnons. 
YOUR VAIL/BEAVER CREEK/ARROWHEAD MOUNTAIN COLLEGIATE SPRING SKI BREAK INCLUDES: • Hotel or condominium lodg™ for five or seven nights • Four full and one half day or five full and one half day fully interchangeable three area lift ticket 
• Area wide discount coupon book • All taxes for trip package inclusions 
OPTIONAL ITEMS: • Additional full day three area lift ticket as an add-on to yc*r ,«luded 4 cr 5 day packa* tickrt $30.00 if pre-purc 
accidental damage/breakage insurance and sales tax *12C0 per day • Snowboard and boots rental package »19G0 per day • Round tnp airline tickets • Rental cars/vans or round trip airport/lodging check-in site shuttles • Trip cancellation and interruption insurance. 
RESERVATION PROCEDURES: Please see guaranteed ski break pneing chart on reverse side, aelect your trip date* and follow the three easy steps  - but don't delay as space is jimitedi 
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. 135 West Swallow Road 
Fort Collins. Colorado 80525 
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SOUTH PADRE ISLAND 
T        1        K        A        » 
PANAMA CITY BEACH 
- • f        l        O        H        I        D       A 
bAVTONA BEACH 
t      1      O      ■      I      »      A 
KEY WEST 
.^ y-i$ 
^■* 
VAIL/BEAVER CREEK ;.'••• '&iw£&mi&m?k 
MoBoDY DopSPRlHS BR^K PftBg 
NO FEE.   NO ANXIETY. 
AND NO #2 PENCILS REQUIRED. 
"tS93 
•PHOTOCARD OPTION      'STUDENT DISCOUNTS 
S? 
PLEASE TELL US ABOUT YOURSELF 
PLEASE TELL US ABOUT YOUR SCHOOL 
> • 
■ 
(A)                              U) 
■ 
■ 
■ 
OTHER  IMPORTANT INFORMATION 
•V  —  
- 
VERIFICATION OF SCHOOL ENROLLMENT 
Please include a leftte copy of one of the following. 
.   j T^ hw »wn«ttf ra* vAiO*TtO '.m 1O1 n 'Dfar t^r^i wnai   [ J fWJD Mta* Mfar rwrvw OTWMT 
■<.(•• an Mac 
PLEASE SIGN  HERE 
X 
: ... 
1CKNU   31511   <4PDft&   &&SB CITIBANK* 
WE'RE LOOKING OUT FOR YOU.' 
W   1 
WE'RE LOOKING OUT FOR YOU IN 
MORE WAYS THAN ANY OTHER CARD. 
No other credit cud protects college students in as many ways 
as the Citibank Classic MasterCard- That's why. hands down, it's 
the most popular credit card among college students. With your 
Citibank Classic card, you can: 
PAY NO ANNUAL FEE. And you'll also have a competitive 
variable interest rate 
SEE THE WORLD AND SAVE. Your Citibank Classic card 
entitles you to $20 off domestic flights on any airline, any seat, any- 
time you fly and $50 off international flights 
LOSE IT, AND ALL IS NOT LOST. With The Lost Wallet"" 
Service, you can get emergency cash, a new card, usually within 24 
hours, and help replacing important documents 
GET THE BEST PRICE. Citibank Price Protection assures you 
will pay the lowest prices around on many purchases you make 
with your Citibank card.' 
BE PROTECTED BY YOUR FACE. The Photocard option 
gives you added secunty from theft by putting your picture and 
signature permanently on the front of your card. 
GET INSTANT CASH. In emergencies, you can use your 
Citibank card to get cash at over 170.000 ATMs and over 220.000 i 
financial institutions worldwide. 
WRITE YOUR OWN TICKET. There's no cosigner or 
minimum income required. In fact, all you need is a photocopy 
of your current validated student ID. 
To apply for a Citibank Classic MasterCard, simply fill out and 
mail the attached application. Then relax. Because the credit card 
company that looks out for more students than any other will be 
looking out for you. too. 
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Freedom 
horn the Ion? 
commitments 
you hate about 
other music 
dvbs. 
Mohr Uvo Through Thu 
IDGC   03053' 
Zlnrnan Gorocai Symphony 
No. 3 trtonosuch! 00110.' 
Rod Hot CMM Popport: 
WhafMKi1''   F U     00144 1 
C*i**ng Craw* AufluM 
And Ev*ry*hlng A»*r 
(OOC1 OaVJOO 
JohnWiaamt Schndtarl 
U*lSd,rV   MCA. 00297 
Tom Bravton (U FOCOJ 00420 
Tho BonnM Ram CoOaction 
Hi   ■ 0OSt9 
MOW 
00701 
Ofro StrMU Money For 
Nothing Boot Of 
War*rBos   00713 
FloofwoodMac   GraotoatMfl: 
Wamc- Be...    00706 
Buffalo SpnngflokJ 
Rotiotpocttvo .Alto   OOOM 
ALTERNATIVE iaBu 
Oapacha atooa: Catching 
y WWIDMHHI nodt 
BM Of Barhn lOTO-lBM 
rOanam 01TTT 
Lp4?l 
lt.Ha. Pot* Tin FM 
MUtais™ Man 
Yag Uci.Hl Al Enc ■ 
."»   01B20 
Tha Baat Ot Flock 
UrW-flCA) 01038 
So* Call Marc Almond 
leuj oeoos 
(Marcury) 02000 
Tha Vary Baal 01 Tafc T 
HMMWlliliiil 
"""I) MOT* 
ABC: AMOkMV AK 
(Maroiry, OtMl 
atodam Fjiaaah 
AJmThaSno. 
KAOSwm coaao 
Anqtaamb 
lAnaui SMI1 
P« Shoo Boy. Vary 
(EMt/EBG, tilt? 
ItaO* lauk 
tOaaa1A\r*mar Broa) 8 
Hna Young Can 
Tha Raw » Tha 
(MCA) U004 
Oil I ;> I Mil 
ISrt) TM08 
DuranOuran 
tSl Freedom of choicely 
(CopflxA 7S71 
Now Odor Sub** 
OooaO 01247 c 
Stona Tamp** PHoti Coro 
(Manor) 00001 
Primus Port. Soda 
iinMracopoi 01167 
Tina Tumor   SMnpty Tho Boot 
(QVMoh 01106 
Kata Buah Tha Who** Story 
(EMI   01244 
Bool 01 Dovo-Oaotoot Hiu 
Warner Bros i 01240 
Quran Duron iCapaoc 01260 
Song Ton Summonor a 
TaMO AAMi 01334 
Jam** Brown 20 AH-Tim* 
OVoaHot HMa (Poryuor 01342 
Ooodonco Cloarwator 
Rovtval ChrorHdo:20 
Gr*ata*t HRo (Fantasy- 01520 
Freedom to 
build an exciting 
coUectionwith 
all kinds of music 
to explore. 
JaMHamkU ThaUnmaM 
Eipananca MCA. 01S27 
GunaHRoaa. 
Tha Spogham rnctoanl 
rGaBani 01570* 
AlWorat   Th. Baal Of 
CuAura Club And Boy 
Qaorgo SBH, 0IS7S 
SanwPapa Vary Mcaaaary 
(Undoni 01388 
Jooad Diary 01 A MaO Band 
Uptown   01IIS • 
Garahwwi Playa Garahwm 
Tha Piano Roll. 
iFJaktrayHonaau^i 01075 
Snoop Doggy Doog 
Ooggy.»ai Hflro- otOB? • 
Tha Alghan WMo* 
Oanaaman (EkarBai 01003 I 
OavMBoaaa Scary 
"     ilByaorAaci OlITje 
Sharyl Crow   luaaoay Ntaht 
MuneCluO AW   03081 
MCS Kick Oul Tha Jama 
(Eiatm, o»orr 
Freedom to shop 
from your free 
dub magazine, 
filled with hot 
tips and times. 
T Roi Eloctrk Wamor 
iRapnao   02075 
Tha VotvM Underground 6 
Ntoo Potyuoi 02156 
Tho Jom: Ofootoot HtU 
(Pah/dor) 02214 
JoyOnnoBon SuMtanc* 
(Qwosl) 02222 
Woft On Tho Wild StdO 
Tha Boot Of Lou Rood 
I RCA) 02270 
(IfTOIOrtlChry-B*.! 01950 •' 
Jona a AdkJKfton 
(rtCA, 02906 
Btg Hood Todd i Tho 
Monaajra Stotor Swootty 
lC»ani«opns*i 02337 
Ace Of Baoa Tho S-gn 
lAmtai 02354 
TAD InfiofOf [Qajtf   02350 
Tom Potty * Tho 
Me*ftbr*a«er_ Gr*a»ei Mtti 
IMCAJ 02390 I 
John Mocha* Montgomery l 
Knsin  nUp 
(AoonK hudhvOo   02402 | 
Yonnl UVO Al ThO AxropOrta , 
iPnvaaoMua-:   02477 I 
Mod Aiwut Moiart DC. i 02402   | 
Bock   MoNowGoW 
iDOC   02616 • I 
Hoovy 0 A Tha Boyr Muttln    i 
ButLovo MCA| 02525 
EMaCootoOo BruHIVouth      I 
(Warnar Bros I 02530 , 
Sarah lOcUcMon. 
FumoMng Towarda Ecataay       I 
(Anna) 02536 
jamoa: UM iMerrury 02506 I 
Oporoo G'aataol Momonta i 
(f^\rV»flodSool) 02501c' ' 
Hua*ar Du Waroftouoo I 
Song. And Stonoa 
"VrOmor Broa I  02071 I 
Tha Boot Of Tha VWaga i 
Poopto   Ld&dlM'<L<i< 02700.' 
Phiah Hotat lEk-i-a, 02724    I 
Jawboi   For Vour Own f i 
Spactat Swaotftoort m 
{ABantK.   02729 * | 
Pavorotn My Hoort» DaUght 
(Londoni 02963 I 
Chant   Tha Banodtcttna i 
Monki of Santo Dorr-ngo da 
SHOO tA/tgor 02067 | 
Pooouro Dtoon 
(WOoracopoi 03005 
Tha Crow Sdtrk 
Anar-X 03173 
Outkaot S«MJthomptaya- 
03002* 
Elton John Gioataot Hiu 
PoryOOri 03077 
Uvo Throwing Coppor 
RodnaclivoMCAi 03005 • 
Una OoiUchod 
33004 
PhdCotimo BothStdoo 
AsantK   03006 
VanCllbum Chopin 
Piano Sonatas Noo 2 A 3 
Ri A 03107 .' 
Abovo Tho Rim Sdtni 
imerscopo) 03156* 
Anthra«   Uvo- Tha (aland 
Voara <i«and) 03150 
LuPhoH Ejiaa w Quyvtao 
Matador) 03101 • 
Souaogo RkkHooAro 
Abound Tontght 
vkoankoopoi 03200 
Tho Who Tommy (MCA 03223 
TravMTrta 
Ton Foot Tan And BuOotproof 
(Warner Bros) 03244 
Cryotal Watora   SlorytalkK 
Maruryi 03203 
AH-4-Ona   Atlanta    03267 
Huoy Lowta A Tho Now* 
Four Chorda A Sovoral Yoars 
Ago FmVA   03274 
OavkJSanoorn   Hoorooy 
EMMra, 03279 
Norman Brown Aflar Tho 
Storm MJ0Z2] 03202 
King HMoHa . Atuntx < 03200 
Jon Socada Hoart. Sou. 6 
AVoteo.bbn   03323 
laW Tha IU. 
■Tlaidni) 01046 
1    D4N1 
For the, 
Pnceof 
WITH 
NOTHING 
MORE TO 
BUY, EVER! 
ALSO AVAILABLE 
ON CASSETTES 
Coi.act.va Soul Hint*, 
Allogatlona A Thmg* Loft 
Unsold Ana-it.    03300 
Jimmy Buftoft 
FnjMcafcaa MCAl 03336 
Vlnco Gin Whan Lovo 
FlndaVou '.'. ~   03360 
Franta' 
Uarvm Tho Album 
M.,---:"    Atl.V'" 
03355 
HOvOrond Morton Haat 
Liquor In Tho Front 
SuC r n'Mnanrnnai 
3300 
CrooBdynSdtrtL MCA) 03306 
Carpontoro Tho! 
1960-1973 IA&M 
SuportTamp ClaaaKad* 
Graatool Hna) AAM   04001 
John Mallancamp Oonco 
Nokod   Mr-.r,    04006 
Klaa My A" Mor-ury 04007 • 
Tha Boat Of Woodstock 
■Manbci 04906 
Holmot Batty 
IhVanKOpai 04010 
MJ-CKatrw* ^s^.i*.   04022 
Botngo iGtrt"!   04034 
Bonoy Jamoa Bacaborta 
.WamorEVos    04936 
A/rastad C-tvalopmont 
Zjfujalamaduni 
Cnysaks   04036 
Daaad And ConfuaadSdkt 
iC«antWame. Brot 104044 
Voa: TaOi iVctoryi 04040 
Badrryjtorflngar :AAMi 06637 
Blur ParUHo SBK. 05063 
jimmy Scon Oroam 
(S>01 06717 
David Bon   Th»n*i»n Probtom 
iWamot Bros | 06791 
0*n*ll 
WORLD 
BEAT 
Zap Mama   SaMyMa 
(Luaka BopAVamai Broa I 
03*09 
SaM Karat ThaManaaO 
—I   mnilMllUll 
IMango, OaaU 
(S«afy „"ssi 
DM.: La Kyaan Baa 
Voa liaaarn 
MonaauOhl 01MT 
AnkW 
IXCA1 
Mano OBanoo 
IQang 0871a 
Buyaka   TnaUramaM 
Da-can.- " 
lAAanKI 
Mango) Stm 
KaMKniailn 
OrVamarBn»l 0MN 
Laavaa-K Brack Mamoa 
Oa»0» Tha T. Him 
AMnilial AMnai 
Throuaht. ""■ 
as- i 
|A*Ca«' 
tMarlay li 
md| Oktl 
Mai Honay in Tha Bae>: 
»■ On Tha Jaomay 
(EaUBaaW SBMI 
mm NO POSTAGE NECESSARY 
IF MAILED 
IN THE 
UNITED STATES 
BUSINESS REPLY MAIL 
FIRST CLASS MAIL      PERMIT NO  5071      INDIANAPOLIS IN 
POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY ADDRESSEE 
BMG MUSIC SERVICE 
P.O. Box 91001 
INDIANAPOLIS IN    46209-9637 
I.I..1.11.... 1.111... I. I.. I. I... 11.... 11.1... 11 
Hoolie A The Blowfiah 
Crackad Rear View 
An,.-*.    05*72 
nG Degitass GFunk 
En iVtaWorHjWM 06796 ' 
Joehua Redman 
Hood Swing 
Wd"w B*os    05*45 
Jackyi Pueh Cornea To 
Shove <-■">•'    05875 ^Freedomof choice. 
0*o Bio—oma 
Ntw MiWiMM Experience 
»%■'    24884 
Mornseey Va-UMhellftl 
Rep/iM'W. 6*431 
ErvtaPreekty The Number 
OnahVU.HCA    72190 
Janet Jackson * Rhythm 
Nation 1614 A4M   72386 
Tht John Lennon Collection 
'3627 
Panlara Far Beyond Driven 
iE*»r^Amenca> 73906* 
Tha Police Every Breath Vou 
Testa— Tht Smglat 
AAM   73924 
Site) y Dan GoW 
-    '4339 
Joan Jafl ft Tht Btackhearte 
Purt And Simple 
War-w Bfcft    74666 
Tht Cftnbtfrttf   Everybody 
Else Is Doing It So Why 
Cam we* tfland  80023 
Frank Sinatra SHiMti 
Reprise Tht Vary Good 
Vaa#a Repr-wi 60304 
MaatLoaf Bat Out CM Mali II 
Back Into Ha* MCA. 63394 
22 Top Graataat Hrta 
Judy Garland Judy At 
OagtKH    .v<(i   01782 
i * 
(OQCH 
- Bfo      83411 
Ahmad 'ixfi   83600 
Baranakad Ladies 
Maybe You Should Olive 
RapnuVei 05881 
Brook* ft Dunn Wettin On 
Sundown   A-SMI 06886 
Fury in Tha Btauohtafhouoe 
Mono RCA   0S8M 
Changing Faca* .ABaret 06682 
Nan Young ft Crazy Horsa 
Swap* With Angtla 
Repnse   05680 
Bryan Ftrry Rory Uuatc 
strati Ufa • 20 GraataH HRa 
'Repnso   10490 
Beet 01 Mate Devi* Tha 
Ceprlol Blua Noit Yaari 
"OOC 
Slavta Nicks Straat Angal 
Moot"-    11009 
Patar Gabriel Shaking 
Tha Traa-16 GoMen Graata 
Ge*»n    11088 
Meat Puppata Too High To 
DM L *«**-    12069 
Aak-yah Aga Am I Noihng 
ButANumbar Jft61   14701 
Tht Complete Tom Jonta 
Deran\   14851 
Thay Might Bt Gianta 
John Mann, 
lEwtra   05983 
Violent Fammaa , 
Add n Up (1961 1993) 
'RapmaSiaw   20660 • 
AC DC Who Made Who- 
Graataat Hits AMntic   20774 
Aaroamrth Gal A Grip 
lOffe". 20814' 
Eric Clapton   Ttmaplacaa- 
Graaiaat Htta Pjrydort 23386 
Tha Eeglee Graataat Hrta 
• 971-1975 iAi,^-    23461 
Enc Clapton Unpluggad 
iWamar &o*    23880 
Tha Smrtha Baal. I 
iRepnae. 24868 
U2 AchtungBeby 
■island) 25174 
10 
Start with    Buy 0W.V 1 at tht        Then ttt 2 En|oy 10 
7 FREE       refusal Ck* price   mote CDs of your      CM for On 
COi now wKMn a year choice. FREE! prlca of 1! 
J i_ "l ""T 
NOTHING MORE TO BUY. EVER! 
Anna Bauer Rhythm Of 
Lova'Eteatra   06880 
Manci Griffith Ftyer 
fikahtrai 06882 
BedRaUglon 
Strangar Than Fiction 
lAJajnSci 06885 
Gravadiggaj 6 Faal Oaap 
(Gaa SI Hland) 08000 • 
Rtd Ho* ft Country 06045 
Nirvana Navarmind 
'Ga*V>   15600 
Paul Simon Nagotieeona 
And Lovt Songa 1971-86 
(Warner Bros    20481 
Tha Vary Beat of Yaa 
Anant.    20671 
ABBA 
Gold G.aatotl Hita 
'Poh/dor   20679 
Pratandara   Tha Singtaa 
»S*e. 33248 
Moody Bluaa Graataat HUB 
tThraahok-   34264 
Tha Band   Tha Baal Of Tha 
Band Cat-ic   34486 
Bryan Adama So Far So 
GoOd'AftM    34771 
AJanJackaon Who I Am 
(Anstai 34793 
For the - 
Price of 
WITH  
NOTHING 
MORE TO 
BUY, EVER! 
ALSO AVA»lABl£ 
ON CASSETTES 
Bluaa T.avtttr Four 
(MM   06046 
Barry Whrta Graataat Hrta 
CaoatManca   35027 
(0 000 Maniacs MTV 
Unpkrggad   [.-<>,   36061 
Carraraa Domingo ft 
Pavarotti   Tha 3 lanora Ir 
Concart I mJOfi   35076 
Bach. Graataat Hat 
»rA   35186 
Squaan   Sirkglat «5 a A 
Undar   ■■.'.'    35208 
Melissa Etharloge Yas I 
35501 
Dtana Schuur ABB King 
Haart To Heart GRP   43234 
ThaCura 
Staring At Tha St a Standing 
On A Batch   Tha Srnglaa 
(Ficbon Ewxtrd   50024 
Enya Shtphtrd Moons 
'Rapnsa   53190 
U2 Tha Joahua Traa 
i island i 53601 
Marvin Gaya   15 Graataat 
Hits -Udowr-    53534 ." 
Tool ImOartow Z<x   53861 • 
Tha Cars Graataat HRa 
(Eie-tra, 53702 
Whrtnty Houston   Tht 
Bodyguard Soundtrack 
lA/iMa   54213 
BkndMatoniCaprfoii 54234 
Parliament 
Graataat Hits (Tha Bomb) 
CjsADiirvj   54237 
Navar Mmd Tha BoNocka 
Htra ■ Tha Sai P1s*Qf* 
(WarntrBrosi 64263 • 
KannyG BraattMaaa 
Anfla   54317 
Dava Kcu Lucky Man 
'Cap**   64060 
R Kafly   12-Ptay 
• >.'■   63815 
Baat Of Tha Grataful 
Daad Skaktona From Tht 
Closat   iftMiw to.* | 63882 
Nail Diamond   12 Graataai 
HNs MCA   64050 
Ntfvana in Utaro 
(-'ft*'    90124 1 
Baaatta Boys Chack You* 
Haad    *>>*>   92473 • 
Freedom to 
save more the 
longer you stay 
-ipta/sX. 
Garth Brooks in I 
LOarty   93710 
Sonic Youth Eipanmantal 
Jat Sat. Traah And Ho Star 
DOC. 93688 
Tht Who WhoaBatlt. 
Who s Baat   M'.A   00790 
RodSMwwt ThaMareury 
Anthology   Meriury' 01161 .' 
Talking Haads Popular 
Favortlts-1976-1992 
Sand In Tha vaaakna 
VaamarBroa S«e- 01414 
David Bowta Bowta 
ThtSmglts 19801903 
Ryhoo*   01659 
S€t IllC U8€! Se*d«e 10 CDs for the price of l.wrtknothia? more to bay, ever! 
m^at act** wy awjaasansa* M ska BBM Maak: larvtoa . 
VShdm* *1»tf v » •■ 
» Du* BBatl i**,"if * "* 'f*»a«      ' '■' '   *"J * '   * " *■ ' '     -■ 
58 98 to 19 98 for cawenes tflhir a tern    w "a- -- • ■ 2 aaart 
FRfC That's 10 kvthapnof of 1 a*a> aa4taka| —art k* aay, awarl        • 
stand that a ¥K*»t <** handkrs; cnarfe w# D» tMSad for tmr mmomt 
tawial my a4>Uctl44>8 8*1 chac* pjQg only) CDs        Casjcnes 
A ? CO set i. r counts as 2 selections 
ndi H-<- b) numb*) 
• 
I am always free to choose frof any categoi. 
la me music catefo** cnackeo we ichec* ooe only 
L IMHIMMINM' ■ SaSMn) 
a. COUffTfrv A-an Jackson. Vioce Gill. 
J. HAND HOOK acosmiin. Bostorn 
4. ton BOCK A f0» f Iton Jonn. Slin») 
». ClAUKU" tuewmo Pavaion. lUtiak Pwtmani 
t. JAB Dav4 Sanoom fan Ulughi 
7 MCUL iPantata Motwy Cme, 
». Ua/DANCt   R *&>, Keitn S«al 
t. Hr AUnNATTVI Mofnssey. Nnc Incn Nadsi 
am moat HitoaataaJ 
aMAta-aubwuw 
SVAT P0 ft> 91001 
•    ^ IPIEASE PRINIi F,cst Name 
MT<",'. 
City 
laslName 
A« 
Stale 
Stifbin 
Zip 
(       ) 
*t.-a;.n . 
'I <t<tJ*# •nHH'aK 
«awaiu»io" fwctara, 
aCOKatO- 
"«"«•>• ir-ii L»*>aaa to 
mm •*****• 
■an*s * an> tm M 
■variatwr » 
'ontrw-lai iSAatvj 
^oa- wtx-t «"anft> 
'"■land 
Ha>a> 0'%' <x« «v 
atw •• PW» Axo 
•morfPO 
MS 798 
Phone Are-a 'ode 
Start saving! Mail this postage-paid card today. ®c EAH4F 
Freedom 
to enjoy 
50%0ff 
bun 
discounts 
iisturily! 
From day one, 
evary Ume you buy 8 
CD Of C6666Q6 At TJT6 
r Ckib prtoa. you'ns 
to buy 
ha*f pneaj. \M9i other 
cfcjb*. uauaty you must 
buy 6 or more at ful 
pnee to oueafy lor 
bora* saMrajs 
Tht Gaorgt Banaon 
Collection 
Warn* Bos    01856 
Diana Roaa ft The 
Supremes Anthology 
'Mn.»wr   02056 
SttvW, Wondtr 
Songa In Tha Key Of Ufa 
iMoiowr   02104 
PuocW. La Bohame 
Fram. Pavaroro at at Bartm 
TOKaratan   .,..>r    06615 
BeeGeea Graataai 
(Pihrdor   40288 
Tha Donna Summar 
AjaSJaBton 
iCa*aoian.j   43507 
Madonna Tha Immaculata 
Coiiactlon 'S*a. 54164 
Tht Beat Of The Doors 
lEIaatra. 70407 
Aaron Hall The Truth 
iS-lasMCA   13468 
Nanci GrfffHh The MCA 
Yaara-A Ratrotpacttve 
M( A   01*06 
Here's how your dub works: 
art a*)   .. T-W SasmM* ■' ^rat* to, *> T» Cm am to «•/ sawa>' 
'WIWMTOCHrjOHTWfaXiSCYOlJLi^ 
■Pom I    • -fc^i« ^ <» hr Tr-^n atai duon r f» ao 
-www-l*»rf<r*ih»"a6iaax.on» cun>«,fi4 0jetcflS9JI 
■ -   : -   i^ 01   i - '* *v caHarfln -Khr a M 
oeMlajajBPaTat Ttatl   ^* ^ t»v<* l IM itiponj« 
^aroV^ *v aach waufy «a> raahnftrfiit to fa rvt*1 
nsfJDOM TO U5TEH fStik F18TX 
I '■aw -c »/ ifoouatir, uaaaora, arc no» atr 
n ..■■ <..-.,-■-. i l( -,-,., ■; 
taparaa wa> r» ***«* otaajahr 
r^UDOAl TO SMOf F1SOM THE COA*0m « rlOASI. 
Oncoa* *o» xrwatrt t n to 9Bp fr &*, Vuu S#>*»» 
• *X,.lft- VfWUS»a»Cal«CaWq*CriJl^r'.'hw«^.% 
1<. tfoopni opBDrWanet a rasii Mac rre ■u-oark a thoon r 
a <annv of mufct tBkaynai, put THK W atat raarwiwt M 
■jeawanswjBfean tan   ./ • pan 
• Sotae/ {*». aaur ertan ■ ftakrao Sawcncr r. nu gaatnto mat 
cak»p> » roa -am o» Faemna Saaxao- ODr'aoaMa «.< 
ro»' jukrvak* 
• »M ovjcr1 ■ PO, -^ cew he, *of» «w CaUtf «ro» a * uo 
•«r"v«'rtlttafjor Can)rawrjaaD,s» •aoacA«oast «3uihM* 
auat :o aan to oeodr 
• va m^ » ra. w«uc •** iw f-v* iockMto-ep»(»d'aoBu»»' 
■rwwaw taakred leaxTan tarpk •asrr <• at tw raaarav 
FAIIDOM TO SAVE ACAM AM) ftCAJh 
f*i#»i oei enr for ewjn iaiacW rou t)u> at ffc rgtja Cue pnor rou'nar 
OYjost anoter o> rout o> anaer m* aV*r bjvww * 
• The osje- >ou wnan a BUG UJW Sa> « -^rta* va? "w» ax seat 
- 4>*>Wk «■» avaalfk,    ■»*> ov tpaoa wan ana daaxra 
<"■ T v>r «x t anp. IOJ ««uww Cut o#nfet\ BJ f fou aw aart 
totarai ustw«anaiM JS ■ \ *v am arvkra- -aka* au cu, icw 
one raajatCkAHKt -wc%r WN -^ or BMG UUM Sa>«» ro> 
MlMfajajgJ 
■ ■ f*a <aas> aar* la aassMB, &■** •«• -o 
BWf;uuwSa'M« P0 Ba 91001 ro>r«rjH h 462910002 
NO Annual 
Pee. 
(See application inside for DETAILS.) 
THE DETAILS: 
NO Manual Fee. 
COMPETITIVE Hates. 
New Discover Cardmembers receive our Best Rate^ (Prime Rate + 8.9%) 
on purchases. We call it the SMARTRATESU ProgceCm and it's not 
just an introductory offer. ( 
NATIONWIDE Acceptance. 
2 MILLION locations, including THE GAP, MUSICLAND 
and TGI FRIDAY'S. 
The Exclusive 
CASHBACK BONUS" Award. 
REAL money back just for using your Discover® Card, up to 
1% paid yearly based on your annual level of purchases. 
[=> 
Build YOUR credit rating. 
*See Important Information section on 
reverse side of application for details. 
The APPLICATION: 
THE INSTRUCTIONS: To assure timely processing, all spaces must be 
completely filled out and the application signed before mailing. 
Application is to be completed in name of person in which the 
account is to be carried. 
Don't forget to attach a PHOTOcopy of your student ID or paid 
tuition bill for the current semester. 
PERSONAL 
Info: 
Student 
Info: 
Employment 
INFO: 
Financial/ 
SECURITY 
vInfo: 
Signature 
Required: 
ADDRESS where you want card and billing statement mailed: 
First. Middle. Last Name (Leave space Between each i 
Mn| MMM Apt to       • City 
FSJS 
la 
Your telephone number at school 
(          ) 
Permanent Home Telephone 
1          1 
Social Security Number Birth Date |Mo  Day "1 Graduation Date 
Home or School Address if different from above Apt No City State Zip 
Coiiefe Name ino abbreviations please) City Slate Z* 
Class      T Grad Student            1 Senior            T Xinior           1 Sophomore 
1 freshman         1 Other [Please eipiaini 
Are Vou a U S Croien' 
T »es     3 NO 
If No. |ivt Mmf/ation Status Art you a permanent u S 
Tni          1 No 
resident' 
Name o* Employ* (l* currently employed) iMfty Gross income 
$ 
Errptoyer s Telephone 
Employer's Address Cm- State Zip 
NameofBann City Type of Account 
3 ChecHirvj 1 Savings 
Mother's Marden Name (For security purposes: Personal Reference 'Nearest relative at afferent address) Telephone 
1             ) 
Address of four Personal Reference C'ty Stele Zip 
I authonre Greenwood Trust Company to check my credit 'ecofd and venfy my credit, employment and income references. I understand that the information 
contained on the application may be shared with Greenwood Trust Company's corporate affiliates I agree to be bound by the terms and conditions of the 
Discover Cardmembet Agreement when will be mailed to me with my credit card. I understand that the agreement may be amended in the future. 
Apc«antsS«neture 
If YOU K)KTT GOT IT, GlT IT. 
Here* where you LICK It, seal It and MAIL tt. ftetavjs Is FREE 
Mim i Mnod| 
au«n s.asnod»r 
asnods jna* to swjppe pue au«u am Mopq ateapw 
isnujncw uonwoid asjaupt am >o Anww g"UB sen JO luamaieis « «apjo ijnoo iuau>aaj» am jo Adro 
e u>» pagsiujrv si JOPW*D am paiuejt s> iipaji au*i *u ui xud ssawn $i$aiaiu> S.JOWWJJ * pain? Afasjeflpe 
HtM AijadOJd «iueui 01 *»*«)« luawait'ts ientv*Xji X) iap« IIOOJ luaujaai*? o*j :tiN10tS3M WSMOOSM 
met siui UJIM ax«i(0\uoD s*aisiutujpe uo>ssiiuux>3 swAg iwo onto *U isanbej uodn fenpu-eui g»a uo 
sauoisig ypao aiecdas meiucui sai^uafe SuQjodaj loaja ma pue sjaujojsno *uiiO»Aiipa*o «e 01 *qepe« 
Amenta VPBJ} *«UJ sx>)>pdJ0 IIP *UI ajinoai uoiieuiiuuKip isue&e s*ei o-uo *Mi ^tUOQffJM OtHO 
9988^X5-008-1 IPD spoiled 
aoeis pue sddj 'spieo iipojo jo uoiieunojui 3uitsi| aAijeieduioa uieiqo 01 juauj.ieddQ 
8u'MUC8 ajeis MJOA «3N agj pe.uoo Aewsiiiapisai MIOA *^N :S1FQ0!S3M MttOA M3N 
amn s>M) * A((UMJ KH> PPoys i pjeo 
ia«Kia Am auaaaj 01 Bur*** U* x> pavuaoaj aAeu #UW pue *oj p*fl» <jsnotv>jd a*eu I M «m pueisjapun i 
XU »aoA^H **^UJOQ isn^ POOM>WIO Vj pans* si p*3.»aAOXia *u indaj am pam><u«n, 
ma AbuaflB fcjQjodaj >aujnsuoo am >o ssajppa put aujeu am mvuj* aq »IM TO* sew 11 p pue pajapjo sew uocto, 
lipao laujnsuoa e wu JO jau>au/* pauuoiu aq HIM no* isanoaj rcA uodn HP**) (0 uoisuapra x> pMauaj awpdr 
am mw uopauuco ui Aiiuanoasqns x> 'yoqroiddB s*fl UU« uapauuoo m patapjo aq tew nodaj *»i0 jaiunsuco v 
0-C8O9886I 30 N010NIH1W OtrSt X08 
Od IV Sfl 01 3118* 31V0 ONllMbd 3H1 Oiiii Q39WH0 3/»H «W 1VHM100 ONO 01 3WWD 01133f8nS 
3«V ing >66I 'd3flH303a JO SV 31V«r«)W 3UV NI3d3H 03S010SI0 S39WH3 OW SW831 INfXKXW TTV 
MeiJqpauKu 
jad asom paana tou HW* sa»*ip aouewj wnoxe aiejedas e «i *»ode WUJ -paumu p lueifoae am sasodjnd 
leiioujuxo to ssawsnq *n iou %> u sasodjnd piouasnou pue A>wej ivuobad «j Ajuo s» (urxme Sim pueiuapun i 
auon *n wjjit-jipaj>am *ay) anpjaM) sAep oc uem wu mauiAed JOJ $\t **t mau 
AMann wnujfwujoupusx3$ fiumu«Muem>« %9 I   ajoujjoiooooit "»02  0001$o» 10005$'W 2 
«* *> 009$ aooame uno upca jof af«io aoueuij aaj uoipesueji %g\ W put 3N '3H (0 siuaptsaj JOJ :ajou 
« %6'011 ajBb «uud am u**«* stwod tfcvaaaa 68 *"«> a*b *u*ud pue %6 01 uem «*oi s< avy *""d *4i 
u»*»%8 61 '8 ■ '**A *eui ajej Sim %B 61 >66I I »aqu*«aa(osv saaue/pe useo J0| awj aSnueoiad lenuuy 
awy pjepuets oi ate^J w*8 "> «U*9 u04 ™>* sitaAuoo siuamAed pajnou aneuj 
oi aj*«j ununeuj %8I iw (« ON '3W P «U«W»J «» pue ummMUJ \e Zl e a«q sawy isag pue jauag. 
ost *<0N 
«au 8uip*l))u-| .JOut'lPq 
steps; 
. i|MPu>>|'3m|OSluap 
isaj >o( <ai > ajoiu JO %c 01 sl ^iPH *""d *Mt u-*u* SIUKJU a8eiudD>a(l & 9 srvJ 
OWa *ur,d put »6 01 *UI l*XO| Si aKH Mild *ll U*J« •& 61     J*a P«PuB|S 
. jiepueis )V«M»a iou l"q. siu«M **|usjj*d 6 01 >™a »«d *""d  SKU 
iauag siutoodSpiud^iM68sniOaiea*""<J  a»H'sa9P»* **• IP'lwi VMI 
I0( se siuiod aft>lud3>M to lunoue paig e sn0 giuoiu SOOMAJO *II IO Aep ssau 
tsrxi iwi »ui uo leutnor IMIIS IIUH *u ui DdiiOdaj aieu aujiy isauflni *ui »q po 
oad Suiiiiq U3ra *>l pau ujjaiap si awj dui *ie« Wui JWb *fcluaDja,j nmuuy jnOA 
.   v we Dtj 3W jo 
siuapisa. loingi i lawti piepueisi %8 61  005$ *ui 
ssai :iaiea lausg) *,f 61  66 666» " 005$ iawu 
»s*al*pzl  SJOUJ JO 000*1$ *a* snoiMja ui saseu") 
ino iPioi »q p»uiu>jaiap si ?)P>j a^ludlja,] ipnuuy 
moA jeaA luanoasons uM'a toi 'jeaA ISJIJ JOJ %p/i si 
aietj a~teiua3*ad lenuuy «noA p66I 'I laqujajaa |0 sv 
S9UVUU 
umiimw 
KMiuy 
MMM3HVJMJ 
punndiuoQ 
numam 
•KM 
Mtnptud JOJ 
ai»j »<WtlM3J«d 
:uon«uiJOdNI ^u-BQJoduii, 
N^VUS Use your Discover Card 
where you see this sign. 
NO POSTAGE 
NECESSARY 
IF MAILED 
IN THE 
UNITED STATES 
BUSINESS   REPLY   MAIL 
FIRST CLASS MAIL PERMIT NO. 747 WILMINGTON. DELAWARE 
Postage will be paid by addressee 
GREENWOOD TRUST COMPANY 
DISCOVER CARD 
PO BOX 15159 
WILMINGTON DE 19885-9505 
I..,Ill,I,,I,,1,1,,I,,11 Illlii,Mm ,1,1,1, ,11 
A few THINGS you should know about CREDIT: 
BEFORE you sign this application you should 
make sure you fully understand what you're 
getting Into. A credit card can be a useful 
FINANCIAL TOOL that can make life easier to live. 
However, If used Irresponsibly, It can become a 
tremendous burden. With this In mind, It's 
Important to ASK yourself some QUESTIONS before 
signing anything. 
Is there an annual fee? How much interest will be 
charged? What are the rewards for using this card? In 
addition to asking questions, make sure you READ 
everything on the application. UNDERSTANDING the 
terms of your credit agreement is important and will 
provide many of the answers you seek. 
Finally the best ADVICE is to use common sense. 
You know how much you can afford to repay and how 
long it will take. For example, COMMON SENSE dictates 
if you only pay the minimum due each month it will 
take longer to pay off the balance. 
Having a credit card is a commitment from which 
YOU can BENEFH\ We urge you to take the time to 
make sure you're prepared for this COMMITMENT. 
® Prtnttd on RICYCUsD Pu«r 9 ISM OrMnwood Trust Compui). Ilambtr FDIC    18/94 
fA< iet 
v. 
GREAT \ALUES 
FROM HARDEE'S. 
FEATURING: 
BIG 
ELUXE 
(in-ill Money \irmy ( Oll/tOlls I III Itttck! 
- BIG TASTE, LITTLE MONEY" 
990 I1m1.ii LmuH 
Bacon, Egg & Cheese 
Biscuit 
Viarderc 
"W p'aaBr' CO»W Ca*GT» QfQW^   ORf *KI gOQd d CQPVtfW ■T try itm o"ar» Oa 
a> Oua Car «U i '00 a* 't 
O'W KarOaa»FaodSfW* Mc MS Offer iipkM MIM 
990 Plu«1.> LUI 
HomeStyle Thick 
Big Deluxe" Burger 
Ytardeer       o 
"aaaa praaar* COO/ oatoa VQannQ ONr "01 good " CCWMV a*Ti pfty CM otto* Oa 
OXO-DV^IW* p«"«t c-aaaa Ouvrw"uanfU>NM<M Car <a»ja «'00 of 'e 
C*raoodatar>aq^O'aaiaaiiNWtoaa'«Poa^alpa'acajar^ 
C'W MarQWiFoodSyakama mcMS Offv MtrirM MVM 
$ ±•29 
Fisherman's Fillet 
Sandwich 
Viarderc 
•*•» (•••i" ooiaW DWI CMNmcj oar r*oi yx»i 
0040" par CU«0"a)r (WWpMH Cuawar "<* pay aaaya 
Cato gxd a** tgua> VMM* NX/1 to a *">aaa M •> I 
OiW NMMiFoodSyM>T« mc *0J offv aip+raa MMI 
$ 1.99 Rut Tut Unit 4 
2 Pcs. Chicken*, 
1 Biscuit & 2 Small Sides 
► Mathrd I'ntatoes A Coir Slaw 
Vtadeej       o 
"m CM*" co*tr oatoa <*w*q Otto **» good * oawaao" «r a»y o*a> ofan Oa 
axpon pr zumrw or *m DNM Cunw"urs*riMiit<M Cam •w*"irco"c 
C*ar good aftr *acur braaWer ><orfi to • **ma **» « partccayvqHP'dtatf'aaaksar* 
C9B4 HarOMiFoMSyWma «c US Off** aip-aa |MM 
'Includes 
lr«   ihltfh  pircrs 
990 HusTax LjrruM 990 Bin!.. Lmi4 MuiTia Limit 4 
Sausage & Egg 
Biscuit 
VtatdrzKr       o 
Ptaaaa (mm ox«or batoa vdarr? C«a"«» good *> -artrntrr -•> ar>, w*v\ Oa 
ofeapor pa> aaxrw pa> <-M MM  CuWn*-U> »« MM MI M Car «*Aa> i 'Wol'C 
0*»r good Wfl >agua> OMtfMf »Wl to ■ MAM «ma « p»«caM*X Ma-Oaa at "aa«war» 
CW4 HMMi«oodSr««mi >^ MS Offv airjatraj* Y3*VM 
Regular Roast Beef 
Sandwich 
ttardeex  .    6 
f*aan praia* COKKT oatoa oroar«r>o C"a"<* good * corttnaaor aar am/ otav *at Oa 
coawn pw ouSkynar pr •«* ptaaaa Cuato*a» ->* pay MM NJ Oua Car mj» <100 c"( 
QWf good p>r 'aquar o»aa»taai "oura to a anno na w paraoparo, ttodaa a> laaMnrarai 
OW Manual'oodSjUma wc MS Offa*axparaa MM* 
$1.59 
Mushroom 'K Swiss' 
Burger 
V\arde*?j 
PHaai pmara ooupor oatoa crOan-g C**rcl good n mrttrtaKr -ar «r, »•* * 
ooiaxr par cuar* pa> <«■ pajaH Cuara n« My MM «■ M Car **a ' 
C"r good r* ^aovat onaMaa --»x» *y a »™*ad *~a w aa>«ocaarq »VIN at ^M» 
OiW HaniMtFoMSyiiama tnc Ml Ofta* aipkaa 
$ 
10 Pcs. Chicken* 
SS^p-c- V\aida?a?j        © 
ntim pw»wWCTxpQr caayaorarng 0"a» -<■ good r oon«r«aan •* any afwolri C»a 
co«or pr cuaora* pa* *a» pMaaa CuTwna' -«« pa> HNM IU aa Car <a*ja ' '«o"i 
C*a* good a»r 'agJa tuaartaii toun lor« raw >rw ■ ptrtoprng HUM al >a>mrarai 
C9M MartM i Food SyWrna inc MS Oflaa aiptraa MM 
PlutTai 
1 im» * 
$1.29 
Frisco" Breakfast 
Sandwich 
Hardeei       o 
»MM pww* ca&r ba*va Of^anrig COr "Qi good r ccWaMr «ar »-, otw -ikn Ora 
xt«>on pa> oanma' pa> •«• paaaa Cor^a« -«a« pay MM* M> IN Car «M« f'Xof it 
QUr good <*mj *ayaw &"—<— NJ^ f ■ fc^aw w a (aaopang Hyq— ■> ^*a»»a> 
C'»* rtanMtFoodSyMrra we MS OfN* aiptraa .VWM 
PluiTix 
Unrn* 
$1.99 
Frisco™ Burger 
Hadeer       • 
^aa»a pnaan oo^cr Da*c*aa>amc> Ca» "ot good » cowajgfor ■* any or* Aa Ona 
OT*orpa>o—omar o*«« paaaa C^Mrw-uipayH*Hat>eb> Car awnnaii 
€••» good •*•• '«g>M> vaaHaa »»>« »» • imaM wn« ■■ par»cvaa% Hraw a> ^•»>wai 
0'»4 MvOMtFoMSyalarra mc MS Oflar ai»raa MMI 
$1.49 
HomeStyle Thick 
1/4 lb*. Bacon 
Cheeseburger 
$7.99 Plu. I- Umll 4 
pH | MM I«MM Hardei?r 
F%aM pr«wa ooxJor oTwa ordamg ONr nol good n ccrttnaKr «r »> 
co«or pa> ojaom* par raa pMjaoa CuHcrw muai pay aaaa tt* duo Car 
0"ar goco •** -acvar caaMan *<x« *> a »"*aa »na a" t**»ia»nj WOMI 
Oi»* HaroaaiFoodSyawr. tnc MS Of*araip*raa 
4«n C*a 
i-IOOol »C 
12 Pcs. Chicken* 
& 6 Biscuits 
*!&»"£•?* p«r. liaioBlQ O 
PIIIII praari couco' Datoa ylarrn 0"ar -<■ good n oorrcwaaon •• any ot» c*an Oa 
CCMXT par cuaicmar p» «a« pataaa CwMomar njaipay aaaa s> dua Car <a»ja ''00o>'« 
Oaar good aaar >ap>Jai o^amaai xorfi to a awaad »wa ai para^aarg'ia»daaa»'aai>aa>aj 
eiW4 Harm ■ Food Syalamt «t MS Offar aipraa VStVH 
$1.29 Hut Tax Umn4 $7.99 HUTU Limit 4 
Hash Rounds'- 
Potatoes 
Hardeeir       • 
aaj -in- [~ti r ■ ■—g Oaar-rt gooa n wrenaatr aar any o»a» dan Oa 
£ coaw par ajanma- par mm pataaa Ctjaio-ar ->jai pay aaaa MM M r-ar *•* - < Y.-rf -1 
M C«ar good «rg »aoj»jr Onwa*— ram to a raaoa*a at paracawang Hartaa al 'aaMn^arai 
_C| CIMa KartM|Food5yaMii« «c Ml Offar aaaaraa aOVM 
§  
Hot Ham 4N* Cheese" 
Sandwich 
Harda?4?j 
"aaaa praaar* ook«or batoa ordavrag C"ar r*f goad r i 
meon par cuanmar par aat payaaa Cuaxtwai mm pay 
Cto j»o alto -aqua* 0>aa»laai -oxa to a arraac a-» at i 
CIV* Mar»MiF'»dSyMrr« mc Ml 
Chicken Fillet 
Sandwich 
Vtafdecj 
tatoa«ar»ig 0»V n* good »> ^raraaor «r any «w alto» 
0»Hr axparaa »«Vt« 
naan paaant oa«or BalM 
coaaon ■« ouaVw pv an pRaaa, OaW—y/ w » 
C«to gwl akr nygua> OraaatoJ fyw^ to a »r-aao »-• ai i 
OtlaVi HwdM • Food SytMma ax Ml 
Oa 
aaaja Car rata) "100 otic 
Offa* axp*raa «iU 
12 Pcs. Chicken* 
& 6 Biscuits 
 #_ peg 
•Include* 
white dark pieces. 
*aaaa praaar* »*or caytoa ordara^ 0*a. -& good r oantywaor. <ar ar>, ofto cPara  Oa 
aMW par ouaav-ar par Mil pawn Cvaa^ar "»• pay aaaa aw ** Car «ua i iX« i» 
Cato good a>a> >ao>*»j Mardaai *an to a a-aao »-• at p " 
01M4 Hardaa a Food Syaairra inc MS 
rgraj. 
Offer 
